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A BIG CHANGE

19 /o

fa $;cg-
..4-'

==Mother, ''The world s prepang for a bg change, wll you help?'' What s thus
great change of whuch you speak? And how are we to be oj help to a?

THIS great change 1s the appearance upon earth of a new race which will be for man
what man 1s for the animal The consciousness of this new race 1s already at work
upon earth to enlighten all who are able to receive 1t and heed 1t

You have asked us to help You How can I help You? What am I to do?

To concentrate and open to receive the new progressive consciousness, to receive the
new thmgs which are commg down

The change does not need our help to come, but we need to open ourselves to the
consc10usness so that its commg 1s not m vam for us.

*
The f1rst md1spensable cond1t1on IO prepare ourselves to receive the new conscious
ness 1s a true and spontaneous hum1hty which makes us feel deeply that we know

5



6 MOTHER INDIA, JANUARY 2001

nothmg and are nothmg m the face of the marvellous thmgs we have to acquure

*

One thmg you must know and never forget· m the work of transformat10n all that ts
true and smcere will always be kept, only what ts false and msmcere will disappear

*

The Vtory is certamn and with th1s certitude we can face patiently any amount of
wrong suggest10ns and hostile attacks

*

Two thmgs you must never forget. Sn Aurobmdo's compass10n and the Mother's
love, and 1t 1s wIth these two things that you will go on fghtung steadily, patiently,
until the enemies are defimttvely routed and the Victory 1s won for ever.

Courage outside, peace mns1de and a quiet unshakable trust mn the Drvmne's Grace

THE MOTHER

(CWM, Vol 15, pp 115-116, 93, 89, 88)



REMEMBER

. "REMEMBER why thou cam'st
Fmd out thy soul, recover thy hid self,
In silence seek God's meanmg m thy depths,
Then mortal nature change to the drvme.
Open God's door, enter mto his trance
Cast Thought from thee, that mmble ape of Light
In his tremendous hush stllmng thy bramn
Hrs vast Truth wake withmn and know and see
Cast from thee sense that vels thy spmrt's s1ght
In the enormous emptmess of thy mmd
Thou shalt see the Etemal's body m the world,
Know him m every v01ce heard by thy soul
In the world's contacts meet his smgle touch,
All thmgs shall fold thee mto his embrace.
Conquer thy heart's throbs, let thy heart beat mn God
Thy nature shall be the engme of his works,
Thy voice shall house the mightiness of hus Word:
Then shalt thou harbour my force and conquer Death ''

SRI AUROBINDO

(Savtr, Book Seven, Canto Two, p 476)

7



CORRESPONDENCE ON POETRY
APPRECIATION OF "LOVE AND DEATH"

Q A E has made a few nterestng remarks on some of my poems-remarks
curous tn some places while fatrly perceptive Ill others He warns aganst
frequent use of words lke ''nfinte'', ''eternal'', ''lutless'' The difficulty
about such words has struck me before-frequent use of them gives a not
altogether agreeable Hugoesque flavour to mystic Indian poetry; but I wonder
whether I have cheapened or msused them At least you have never taken me to
task on that score

As regards those two poems of mne whuch you have lked mmensely, he
notes wth pleasure only one phrase n ''Ne plus Ultra''''the song-impetuous
mmnd''-and has nothung to say about ''Thus Errant Lafe''. Isn't that strange?

By the way, the copy of your "Love and Death" ts ready to go to England.
I wonder how the crtcs wll receive the poem They should be enthusiastic It is
full of superb passages. Do you remember Ruru's gong down to Pata/a, the
underworld? I have commented on ts nspraton n my essay ''Sr Aurobndo
-the Poet'' I can never stop thnllmg to lt Here are the Imes

In a thun soft eve
Ganges spreadfar her multtudnous waves,
A glumerng restlessness wth voces large,
Andfrom the forests of that half-seen hank
A boat came heaving over t, whute-wnged,
Wtth a sole silent helmsman marble-pale
Then Ruru by hs sde stepped n; they went
Down the mysterous rver and beheld
The great banks widen out of Jtght The world
Was water and the skies to water plunged
All nght with a du motion gldng down
He felt the dark agamst /us eyelids; felt,
As Ill a dream more real than daylght,
The helmsman wth hus dumb and marble face
Near him and movng wdeness all around,
And that contnual gldng duly on,
As one who on a shoreless water sals
For ever to a port he shall not wn
But when the darkness paled, he heard a moan
Of mghter waves and had the wde great sense
Of Ocean and the depths below our feet
But the boat stopped; the pilot ltfted on htm

8



CORRESPONDENCE ON POETRY 9

His marble gaze coeval with the stars
Then m the white-wmged boat the boy arose
And saw around him the vast sea all grey
And heavng mn the palld dawning lght.
Loud Ruru cried across the murmur ''Hear me,
0 inarticulate grey Ocean, hear
If any cadence m thy 111/imte
Rumour was caught from lover's moan, 0 Sea,
Open thy abysses to my mortal tread.
For I would travel to the despairing shades,
The spheres of suffering where entangled dwell
Souls unreleased and the untimely dead
Who weep remembering Thther, O gude me,
No despicable wayfarer, but Runt,
But son of a great Rshu, from all men
On earth selectedfor peculiar pangs,
Specal dsaster Lo, thus petalledfire,
Howfreshly t blooms and lasts wth my great pan'''
He held the flower out subtly glimmering
And lke a lvng thng the huge sea trembled,
Then rose, callng, andfilled the sight wuh waves,
Converging all ts gant crests: towards hum
Innumerable waters loomed and heaven
Threatened. Horzon on horzon moved
Dreadfully swft, then wth a prone wde sound
All Ocean hollowing drew hun swiftly 111,
Curving with monstrous menace over hm.
He down the gulf where the loud waves collapsed
Descending, saw wth floatng har arse
The daughters of the sea in pale green lght,
A mllon mystic breasts suddenly bare,
And came beneath the flood and stunned beheld
A mute stupendous march of waters race
To reach some viewless pit beneath the world.

A- I dd not object to your frequent use of "mfm1te", "eternal", "hm1tless",
because these are adJect1ves that I myself freely pepper over my poetry. When one
wntes about the Infm1te, the Eternal and the L1m1tless or when one feels them
constantly, what 1s one to do? A E who has not this consc10usness but only that of
the temporal and fmmte (natural or occult) can avoid these words, but I can't Besides,
all poets have their favourite words and epithets which they constantly repeat A E
himself has been charged with a similar cnme.



10 MOTHER INDIA, JANUARY 2001

If you send your poems to five different poets, you are lkely to get five
absolutely disparate and discordant estimates of them A poet likes only the poetry
that appeals to his own temperament or taste, the rest he condemns or ignores
Contemporary poetry, besides, seldom gets its nght Judgment from contemporary
crItcs, even. You expect for mstance Love and Death to make a sensat10n m
England-I don't expect it mn the least: I shall be agreeably surpnsed tf 1t gets more
than some qualified praise, and 1f 1t does not get even that, I shall be neither
astonished nor discomfited. I know the l1mutations of the poem and 1ts qualities and I
know that the part about the descent mto Hell can stand companson with some of the
best Enghsh poetry; but I don't expect any contemporanes to see 1t. If they do, 1t will
be good luck or drvmne grace, that ts all Nothmg can be more futile than for a poet to
wnte m expectation of contemporary fame or praise, however agreeable that may be,
1f 1t comes: but 1t 1s not of much value; for very few poets have enjoyed a great
contemporary fame and very great poets have been neglected m thetr time A poet has
to go on his way, trymg to gather hmts from what people say for or agamst, when
their cntic1sms are things he can profit by, but not otherwise moved (af he can
manage 1t)-seekmng mamnly to sharpen hs own sense of self-cnt1c1sm by the help of
others. Differences of estimate need not surprise hmm at all
2 2 1932

AN INTERPRETATION OF "THOUGHT THE PARACLETE

Q · Dr X has gzven an mterpretatwn of your poem "Thought the Paraclete'',
which some other critic has fallen foul of What s your own analysis of the
thought-structure m thzs poem:>

A: There is no thought-structure m the poem, there 1s only a succession of v1s10n and
experience, 1t 1s a mystic poem, its umty 1s spmtual and concrete, not a mental and
logical bmldmg. When you see a flower, do you ask the gardener to reduce the flower
to its chemical components? There would then be no flower left and no beauty. The
poem is not built upon mtellectual defm1t10ns or phliosoph1cal theorismgs; it is
somethmg seen When you ascend a mountam, you see the scenery and feel the
delight of the ascent, you don't sit down to make a map with names for every rock
and peak or spend time studymng 1ts geological structure-that 1s work for the geo
log1st, not for the traveller. X's geological account (to make one 1s part of his meter
as a critic and a student and wnter on literature) 1s probably as good as any other 1s
hkely to be, but each 1s free to make his own accordmg to his own idea. Reasonmg
and argumentation are not likely to make one account truer and mvahdate the rest. A
mystic poem may explam itself or a general idea may emerge from 1t, but rt 1s the

1 Collected Poems (Centenary Edntion, 1972), p 582



CORRESPONDENCE ON POETRY II

vs1on that 1s important or what one can get from 1t by mtuutive feeling, not the
explanation or idea; Thought the Paraclete is a vision or revelation of an ascent
through spmtual planes, but gives no names and no photographic descriptions of the
planes crossed. I leave it there

BHAVA BEHIND "THE BIRD OF FIRE"2

Q: Your "The Bird of Fire" is full of colour and images, but if one canfollow
the bhava behund or through them, I believe the apprecaton becomes complete.

A- What do you mean by following the bhiiva behmd? Puttmg a label on the bird and
keepmg it dried up in your mtellectual museum, for Professors to describe-to their
puplls-"this ts the species and that's how 1t 1s constituted, these are the bones,
feathers etc, etc., and now you know all about the bird. Or would you hke me to
dissect 1t farther?'

*

Literature and art are or can be a first mtroduct10n to the mner bemg-the mner mmd,
vital; for 1t is from there that they come And 1f one writes poems of Bhakt, poems of
d1vme seekmg, etc., or creates music of that kmnd, 1t means that there 1s a Bhakta or
seeker ms1de who 1s supporting himself by that self-express1on There 1s also the
pomt of view behmd Lele's answer to me when I told him that I wanted to do Yoga
but for work, for act10n, not for Sannyasa and Ntrvana,-but after years of spmtual
effort I had failed to fmd the way and 1t was for that I had asked to meet htm. His
first answer was, "It would be easy for you as you are a poet." But it was not from
any point of view hke that that X put his quest10n and 1t was not from that pomt of
view that I gave my answer It was about some especial character-makmg virtue that
he seemed to attribute to literature.

18 11.1936

2 Ibd,p 571

(SABCL, Vol. 26, pp. 270-273, 274-275, 279)

SRI AUROBINDO



THOUGHT THE PARACLETE: SOME COMMENTS
IN the year 1934 Sn Aurobmdo wrote on the same day (31-12-1934) two poems,
Thought the Paraclete and Rose of God which have somehow become the favounte
Anthology pieces m Indo-Enghsh poetry One of the earliest cnt1cs wrote a note on
Thought the Paraclete and submitted 1t for Sr Aurobmndo's comments Sn Aurobmdo
said "Everybody 1s free to give a thought-structure to the poem but that 1s not what I
meant," and gave hts expos1t10n Colendge said that poetry should only be generally
understood and not too perfectly understood It may be true of hts poetry and the
question we have to ask 1s 'Why can't a poem be perfectly understood?' For
example the Gita ts poetry and philosophy and rt 1s best understood when 1t 1s fully
and perfectly understood. So 1t 1s wIth Savtr, or any poem of Sn Aurobmdo

Thought the Paraclete 1s no longer puzzlmg and mntrgumng the reader, and he 1s
no longer floored by the imagery and 1ts colour-symbolism Also there 1s no ph1lo
soph1cal background to the poem and 1t need not be studed mn movements as modern
criticism does and glorifies 1tself on that score The poem does not visibly or mnvrs1bly
mndicate the principle of evolution-involution or ascent-descent of Sr Aurobmndo's
metaphysics of The Lafe Dvne We cannot even say that 1t 1s a sudden, swaft jet of
unconventional melody, as for example, Gerald Manley Hopkms's poetry The poem
has a royal ascent with perfect ease mn 1ts movement from one plane to another and
when 1t reaches the top of the ladder, thought disappears leavmg behmd a flame-word
rune and merges with the Vast Beyond "The flame-word rune ts the highest word
representing the highest Inspiration, Intuition and Revelation which 1s the hghest
achievement of Thought ''

The poem 1s simply elegant and enjoyable. Thought moves higher and higher
and finally merges with the highest Brahman, 1f we want to name it There 1s no
question of descent of anythmg There ts no question of ego or anything vamshmg
leaving the place for the silent witness Self The poem clearly mdtcates how the Self
(cap1tal S) was bound by thought, and its relation with the movement of Thought tll
1t has merged with the Superconscent mn Sr Aurobmndo's term We have to tmagme a
movement of a gyre There 1s a Bemg which watches the movement, that ts the
Witness Self Thought merges with the Bemg or Purusha Sr Aurobmdo pomts out
that Dynamic and Static Brahman merge Beyond that there 1s somethmng, a po1se, a
state of consc10usness or even a Person ltke Shiva 1f we want to name 1t for our
understanding Sr Aurobmndo does not name 1t

The poem suggests a flymg movement of the Paraclete It 1s not any other bird,
crow or eagle. It ts the Paraclete mentioned m the Bible. St John Chapter 14, verse
26 The first lme suggests the flymg movement "Bnght archangel" shows how the
Inconscrent holds the Superconscrent It also suggests that the Superconscrent holds
the Inconsctent. The word "crest" suggests spirit immensities as the line m Savtr
says ''Alone he watched by the Sp1rt's vast immensity''. Also the movement of
thought 1s there m all the planes, the life-plane, the mental plane and the higher

12



THOUGHT THE PARACLETE: SOME COMMENTS 13

ranges The colour symbolism employed by the author is absolutely appropnate and
real to the planes referred to To be bnef, thought 1s the mediator between the
Inconscrent and the Superconscrent. And what 1s th1s thought? "Knowledge of the
Essence is Bemg Knowledge of the details is Thought '' (Professor Seetharaman) If
we watch the movement of thought simply, silently, quietly as sarva shaksh bhut@
nc"im m the Sansknt phrasing, we are led slowly to get at the vision of the poem in its
ongm and also the way it is expressed mn the fmest language to the extent that is
possible m English.

Another difficulty which the critics face 1s the wrong reading of the key line m
the poem, namely

Self was left, lone, hm1tless, nude, immune

This is the last lme of the poem also. The words in this order beaut1fuly descnbe the
essence and the details of the movement of Thought, and also the JOY that is "in
widest commonalty spread" when we watch it Let us look a httle more closely.
"Was left" means was left by somebody. It 1s simple grammar, passive voice The
Self was bound by thought and when 1t has left, rt 1s lone, lmmutless, nude, immune
So long something was lmmtmng 1t. So long rt was clothed as 1t were and now It 1s
nude 'Immune'' means mmmune to something. All of us are not gifted with vis1on
The least that we can do 1s to imagine. If we try to intellectually reproduce the
experience mn the poem, 1t will be but a lifeless facade and we wall have to pathe
tically blink in our bewilderment How are we to expenence what the poet has
expenenced is the question. Take the poem and do simply sravanam, mananam and
md/11dhyiisanam with it, on it, by 1t The Revelation and the expenence are sure at
hand All that we then do is to swallow them like a huge python which does not move
but waits for its prey silently, watchfully

C SUBBIAN



SRI AUROBINDO'S RENDERINGS OF
SOME OF THE VEDIC RIKS

(Continuedfrom the issue ofDecember 2000)

st mg igagfrara ua fr@a zpa 5Rt1
zer fi zi Ieng z at zfait zfavrar

(Rgveda, 3 39 6)

Indra found the honey stored m the Shmmg One, the footed and hoofed (wealth) m
the pasture of the Cow. (SABCL, Vol. l 0, p. 185) He havmg Dakshma with htm held
mn h1s nght hand (daksi!J.e dalqmavan) the secret thmg that 1s placed m the secret cave
and concealed m the waters. (SABCL, Vol. 10, p. 186)

3g sRa Pauza far. afar 2at 3ha
pn hara#Re gufrjaaPaqT: 1l

(R1gveda, 7 76.1)

Sav1tri, the god, the universal Male, has ascended mto the Light that 1s immortal and
of all the births, jyotir amrtam viiva1anyam; by the work (of sacnfice) the eye of the
gods has been born (or, by the will-power of the gods vs1on has been born); Dawn
has manifested the whole world (or, all that comes mto bemg, all existences, vtivam
bhuvanam). (SABCL, Vol 10, p 188)

q uer 2azaa 3zit agfrRsepara .I
30z kg: gar Tatar1zn zrih:

(R1gveda, 7 76.2)

Before me the paths of the Journeymgs of the gods have become v1S1ble, JOurneymgs
that v1olate not, whose movement was formed by the Vasts. The eye of Dawn has
come into bemg m front and she has come towards us (arnvmg) over our houses
(SABCL, Vol. 10, p. 188)

arr agaru 4ala4Rearqi
a· uR ms zarqil zqa a yazf#ta 1

(Rtgveda, 7 .76.3)

Many were those days which were before the nsmg of the Sun (or which were of old
by the nsmg of the Sun), m which thou, 0 Dawn, wert seen as 1f movmg about thy
lover and not commg agam (SABCL, Vol I 0, pp. 188-189)

14
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a seaau 31ruaraI: rzq : fa: 1
·I us?lfa. frat 34afar1at 37au¥IGIl

(Rigveda, 7.76.4)

They mdeed had the JOY (of the Soma) along with the gods, the ancient seers who
possessed the truth; the fathers found the hidden Light; they, havmg the true thought
(satyamantrah, the true thought expressed m the mspred Word), brought mto bemg
the Dawn. (SABCL, Vol. 10, p. 189)

7ma 3a 3fr agar: i ma zuaa frera
a zaai a fir#fa aaczmft agfrua It

(Rgveda, 7.76.5)

In the level wideness they meet together and umte their knowledge (or, know
perfectly) and strive not together; they dimm1sh not (hm1t not or hurt not) the
workings of the gods, not v10latmg them they move (to the1r goal) by (the strength of)
the Vasus. (SABCL, Vol. 10, p. 189)

(To be continued)

(Compiled by Sampadananda Mishra)



THREE LETTERS
THANK you for your rose and your ''Viay''. May your birthday be roseate and
v1ctonous-the tnumphant blossoming of the inmost heart-the "cnmson-throbbing
glow'', as a poet has called it-into the outer hfe.

Your feeling about great things happening in the last decades of the twentieth
century 1s well founded. The sign of them 1s, as you put 1t, "the throb of a mighty
Power behind the grand strdes taken across Europe''. As I have explained to a fnend
mn Austra, what we are witnessing 1s not JUSt a failure of Communism in favour of
Cap1talsm It pomnts to a blend of both with a potential direction beyond either
S1mularly, the grp of atheism s relaxed and relg1on 1s allowed 1ts say, but the man
who has brought this about s an atheist and he 1s a foreshadow of something beyond
traditional relg1on, a den1al of rt and yet a recognition of 1ts essence as a factor mn
general hfe. Emerson has wntten.

When the half-gods go,
The Gods arnve

I would say with the present paradoxes in view.

When the half-gods go,
A godless gap prepares
The true Gods' arnval

You are wondermg why no sign of a new life rs vs1ble mn Inda. Your reading 1s
that the Indian character 1s more complex than the European and your hope 1s that an
mncreasmng heat of mncubaton wll somehow delver a finer future from the confused
and v10lent present I personally don't know what to diagnose and predict All I can
say 1s that no man of the V1bhut1-cahbre of a Gorbachev has ansen in India today
When he comes, things will start looking up
10 2 1990

k

I have read carefully your two poems You certainly have a poet in you and with
some self-d1sc1pline in the use of word and image and rhythm you will produce
satisfying work As things are, the poems are rather a mixture of the acceptable and
the immature. In your long "Soul's Promise to Life" there are a number of stanzas
which nng true, but others have come out flawed Thus in the opening one-

I am a soul immortal at large and free,
No more hugged in mud and mlfe ltke a banyan tree-

16



THREE LETTERS 17

the image, though essentially rght, 1s not brought out m 1ts full significance and looks
like an arbitrary mnsult to the tree mentioned By the way, your contract10n of "and"
to ''n' '' is freakish m form and does not help the metre at all

The next two verses are not mneffectrve but don't have sufficient mnsp1rat1on m
express10n. Stanzas 4 and 5, however, have come out fme and need only two small
touches to make them absolutely correct

0 petty ghttermgs, beauty unreal, ughness stark,
I have hfted your vet! and seen the face of the Dark

Pale 1mutations of joy, O sickly pleasure, hdden pam,
A moment's smile under the shadow of tears' long ram'

The remamder of the poem has some energy, especially the penultimate stanza, but 1t
doesn't penetrate to the deep heart and the mtmt1ve mmd which are the touchstones of
poetry.

Your second piece, ''My Lotus Blooms'', makes mterestmg readmg, with the
first stanza quite mmpressrve with a little correctve touch

My lotus blooms at the spme's base openmg out and high,
Breakmg the aeomc cot! of sleep looks up to the sky

The next two stanzas have good substance but the language does not go home
everywhere. The third 1s a success, with one or two small changes needed

My lotus blooms on velvet throne awakmg Love's deep trance,
All the cravmgs changed to rapture omned the cosmic dance

Stanza 5 1s also good, especially its second lme-

Kmgdoms of a boundless wisdom open mllon doors

The next two stanzas have also ment, particularly the last·

My lotus blooms on the highest peak, a thousand-petalled Sun,
Where laughed the timeless Tno-Sat, Chit, Anand mn One

I thunk that thus poem, with some chisellings here and there, may be made fit for
Mother Inda in some future issue
21 1.1990

k
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I was mdeed glad to hear from you. You always had a place both m my heart
and m my mmd-w1th a warmth in the former and a glow in the latter-for we met
most amicably as at once lovers of the Drvmne and asp1rants to be

Thinkers and toilers in the Ideal's atr

From what you wnte, "the Ideal's ar'' seems particularly breathable where you
are. To make me understand the s1tuat10n properly you will have to analyze this
atmosphere mnto 1ts elements and tell me in what way they are oxygen of "grace" and
mtrogen of "challenge".

It 1s happy news that after reahsing so much by being a part of India's spmtual
family you feel as 1f you can speak of the country where you are at present-the
US -as still US.

Perhaps at some later date you will have time to let me know more mt1mately
what exactly has happened

20 1 1990 AMAL KIRAN
(K D SETHNA)

IN EXPECTATION
0 SKY-BIRD, thy golden wmg
In Infinity outspread, tell, where goest thou
Into the dreaming golden-ray-covered med1tat1on-eye
Of the solar mmd's dawning honzon?
In plundered earth's withered mght
What journey has begun, m death-defying, hero1c
Formidable ascettc luminous Fire
Termmating the darkness of a Century's Sleep!

Intrepid, irresistible your expedrt1on
Proceeds; blissful wonder-rapturous eyes
Frx their gaze on that lmmutless luminous path.
In Death's consciousness-stalk hghting unquenchable
Asp1rat10n's blue-lotus-flame, they stay awake
Like the mommg star, in calm expectat10n.

NIRODBARAN

(Translated from the Bengali poem Pratkshdy, by Debash1sh Banerjee)



THE ONE AND THE MANY
THE voIce of the Upanishads from the ancient past still vibrates m the consciousness
of many of us·

3it,fr)aaafri ad azitqaraa, qr +rare #faaRefa
afigr vat uazaa fan rt nzzi1gr VI

"OM 1s this impenshable word, OM 1s the Universe, and this 1s the exposition of
OM. The past, the present and the future, all that was, all that 1s, all that will be 1s
OM. L1kew1se what may exist beyond the bounds of time, that too 1s OM ''
(Mandukya Upamshad)

Agam,

zf: i 3nm a zz# val 3iarzifaa fmsa,
a{ga t4 gun sf 1&n

"Han OM. In the begmnmg the spmt was one and all this (universe) was the spint;
there was none else movmg. The spmt thought, Lo, I will make me worlds from out
of my bemg.'' (Atareya Upanshad, Chapter I, Section I)

It transp1res, therefore, that the spmt and the world are one and undivided.
They seem to be divided and many m manifestation only. But m this d1v1s10n

and multipleness 1s implanted the urge towards that origmal umty and oneness It 1s as
1f the Truth has veiled itself under the garb of ignorance and untruth g1vmg birth to a
world of darkness and d1v1s10n. A self-willed slumber, as 1t were, of the seed of Light
wIthmn the soul of night. Why? Different philosophies and sciences of the world have
found and still stnve to fmd an answer to this Why.

The answers found are controversial and d1ss1milar accordmg to the diverse
cults, creeds, religions and beliefs But what appears to us the most credible and
convincmng 1s the reply that the spmt wanted to reveal itself anew, from the condition
of inconscrence and obscunty, by a creation of harmony and truth-consc10usness The
self-findmg of the sleepmg seed mn the blossommg tree of beauty and fragrance-that
is why amidst the sounds of war drums, the Sanatan Vam, the Eternal Voice resounds
throughout the length and breadth of the universe

"3fad u1a qr au~tua+"
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'Anse, awake, fmd out the great ones and learn of them" (Kathii Upamshad, Flfst
Cycle Chapter 3, 14)

Now let us tum our attentron to the present-day world s1tuat1on. Sn Aurobmdo says,
"At present mankmd 1s undergomg an evolutionary crs1s mn which 1s concealed a
cho1ce of its destmy ."1 The statement can be resolved mto two partsone, ''evolu
tronary cns1s" and the other, "choice of destmy" If we try to probe mto the depths
of these two aspects we shall stand face to face with the practical side of our m1t1al
assumption, 1 e , a concealed truth mn the core of existence pressing to express itself
agamnst the opposmg matenal and outer nature To know and appreciate the secret
w11l, spmt and love at the back of everythmng 1s a matter of mnner realsatton But the
action of the res1stmg forces without can be detected and seen m thelf matenal effects
on day-to-day hfe. A datly paper or penod1cal provides us with ample proof of 1t It
seems, therefore, that the umverse stands on the equihbnum of these two mteractmg
forces But at times the outer confhctmg tendencies reach such a gnevous state that
the equihbnum gets ternbly shaken and human hfe and secunty are at stake Such a
juncture 1s a period of crisis for the world But God 1s ever vuglant to extend Hrs
helpmg hand to save His creation and to show the path of God to man. This He does,
1f needed, with pressure and compulsron although the nature of such enforcement 1s
different from the usual meanmg we give to the term That 1s why the heavenly
messengers descend with mdom1table will, and hearts full of glonous love and mmds
gfted with eternal wisdom

Sn Knshna came upon Indian sot! when India was on the verge of a suicidal war
between two nval camps, the Kauravas and the Pandavas He came at a time when
these two were ready to rush agamst each other for a deadly sacnf1ce He sided with
the Pandavas, the followers of the Dharma, and left an immortal message for the
safety and guidance of humamty and the world The Bhagavad Gaii 1s and will
remam a source of msp1rat10n and help to the seekers of Truth at all times and mn all
countnes Sn Aurobmdo wrote 111 one of his letters, " [I] practised the Yoga of the
G1ta and meditated with the help of the Upanishads, these were the only books from
which I found guidance, the Veda which I first began to read long afterwards m
Pond1cherry rather conflfmed what expenences I already had than was any guide to
my Sadhana I sometimes turned to the Gita for hght when there was a question or a
d1fflculty and usually received help or an answer from 1t ''2

Inda today 1s also faced with a crisis, a crsIs which 1s not confmned thus time to
her sol alone It is a global affair with an infinitely complex bearmng The means of
its remedy are complicated and unforeseen by the mental view. The mtervent1on of
the mcred1bly advanced modern science has made its issue sttll more dangerous and
uncertamn But the poss1bl1ty of such an upsurge was not altogether unant1c1pated and
we fmd words of caution 111 the following words of Sr Aurobmndo, ''In Asia a more
perilous s1tuatton has arsen, standing sharply across the way to any poss1bl1ty of a
contmental umty of the peoples of this part of the world, mn the emergence of
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Commun1st Chmna " The savour spurt had descended thus time mn a person whose
Instrumentality 1s nghtly equipped with the need of the time The truths contained m
books like The Lfe Dvne, The Ideal of Human Unuty, The Human Cycle and others
are not only in keeping with the mind and spmt of modem times, but they are also the
Vedas of the world to be. In them are emb8d1ed and synthesised the mystic knowl
edge of the past, the lrvmng picture of the present and the future vus1on of drvmne lfe m
an integral awareness.

Now let us see what may be the meaning of the express1on ''choice of destiny''
Sn1 Krishna sided with the Pandavas and at the same tmme the Pandavas also chose
and accepted Sr Krishna as therr guide and guru As a rule the Divine does not
Impose Himself Man 1s a mental being and at thus stage of self-unfoldment of the
evolutionary spurt he 1s apparently free to make his choice Says Nicholas Bardayev
in his Destiny of Man, ''There 1s a demoniacal element mn man, for there 1s 1n him the
fathomless abyss of freedom, he may prefer that abyss to God '' Had 1t not been so,
the omnipotent DIvme would have transformed the world accordmng to hrs plan withmn
no time by the power of a supreme miracle But perhaps that should not be The
creation should pass gradually through all the stages of 1ts ascent That 1s the dtvme
Illa, the ecstatic dance of Shiva According to Sr Aurobmdo, what Bhagavan mntends
to do with man 1s to enable him to realise God mn hfe, m the mndrv1dual as well as 111

the collective society The power requisite for the purpose s there within each one of
us Over and above our mental capacity we have in us our psychic being, the eternal
portion of the Divine which can help us to see and d1scnmmate the Imes that lead
towards the goal and the divine fulfilment of our hfe as against the others which
oppose that attainment

Fate 1s a balance drawn m Destmy's book
Man can accept his fate, he can refuse 4

There 1s a will and a purpose behind the cosmic evolutionary process If our cho1ce 1s
in conformity with 1t we may be certain of our final attainment and victory For, then
the victory 1s not ours but the DIvmne's The directing wall of the DIvme behmnd the
life of the mndrvdual can be experienced and known by the mdrv1dual himself
according to his own way of nature. But the purpose and process of collective growth
can be studied and traced from observat10ns made by the great seer:, and thmkers The
theory of evolut10n tells us that man, the mental bemg, 1s the th1rd step of the
evolut10nary ladder. Two other steps, namely, plants and animab repre!>entmg respec
trvely the principles of matter and hfe, had already been traversed before the mental
stage was reached. Now whether thus third stage 1s the final or ultimate status of the
evolut10nary spmt 1s a matter of debate and controversy. But we are fully convinced
by the following clear and definite exposition of Sn Aurobmdo. ''The soul 1s not

The srtuaton has since been changed somewhat
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bound by the formula of mental humanty 1t did not begmn wnth that and will not end
with 1t; 1t had a prehuman past, 1t has a superhuman future.";

So, by exceeding the mind, man must grow into the state of supermmnd or the
truth-consciousness and rt 1s saud that that 1s Inevitable mn the nature of things to
come. In the same way a study of the history of the human aggregate or collectrvrty
will reveal that before the attainment of nat10nahty, the present largest aggregate, 1t
has passed successively through a number of other smaller groupings, namely, family,
clan, tnbe etc This growth also cannot stop short with reaching the state of nat1ona
hty only It must embrace the whole human race and form a world-aggregate. But this
umty must not be merely superficial and const1tut10nal, 1t should be real, mamly mner
and psychological. Our ideal and aspiration are towards this umty and presumably
that 1s also the purpose and will of the DIvmne.

CHUNILAL CHOWDHURY
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BONNE FETE*
(Janmadin)

1

Ts day my vital 1s astir,
My voice yearns to hum,

My heart is under a fehc1ty's charm,
Swmgs fondly my teenaged bower'

Which flowers should I offer,
Which path to follow

mn today's adventure,
How to tune my veena to produce

a musical charm?
This day my vtal 1s astir,

My voice yearns to hum.

2

Thus day will smg my prayer
With songs deeper and more subhme,

This day my ardent des1re
DIves mto fathomlessness of hfe.

Wmd from the secret grove
Will come to play my flute,

The heavens fill with silence' prime
This day will smg my prayer

With songs deeper and more sublime.

3

Many a song have I sung m pubhc
With magical melody and rhyme,

Many a distant-land v1sated
Treadmg paths serpentme

Let me cry halt here
To be in Thy lap, 0 Mother'

For a sojourn with you mn the
hidden mner shrme

Many a song have I sung m pubhc
With magical melody and rhyme

• Smee the Mother blesses us with the words 'Bonne Fete' on our birthdays, I have chosen this title instead ot
a literal 'Birthday'

23
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4

Bestow on me the pleasure of bemg
Thy evemng Star,

To shme beyond the buzz and
bustle of the day,

Fix on me Thy gaze of compass1onate love
To light a lamp mn the darkness of

my clay
With which dreams the buds

of Thy tuberose flowers
Open their fragrant petals

Caressed by the wmnd from wherever
t may?

Bestow on me the pleasure of bemg
Thy evenmg star

To shmne beyond the buzz and
bustle of the day

5

Departed the hour of wandering
on the way,

Disappeared the distance between
you and me,

Now shall I go on smgmg alone
For You to listen to these

offenngs to Thee.
Somethmg my heart shall yearn to say

Showered m Thy nches all through
the day

And Thou shalt put the words
within me

Now shall I go on smngmng alone
For You to listen to these

offermgs to Thee.

6

0 Mother, mn Thy lap of the sky
Sm1hng hke the baby Moon I shall stay

Swmngmng mn the waves of Thy Light
Like the stars of the Milky Way;



BONNE FETE

I shall blossom bes1de the paryat
flowers

At the source from where the gentle
wmd blows

With Thy eternal sprmg to play
0 Mother, m Thy lap of the sky

Sm1lmg ltke the baby Moon I shall stay.

7

Needless will be the tunmg of
my veena,

The veena mn Thy hands shall be me,
In Thy rhythm shall I garland the tune.

Thy various mus1cal modes' recipe.
0 Mother' Thy tender fingers

Shall clang the body's fibres,
Life will acquire a consciousness

free
Needless will be the tunmg of

my veena,
The veena mn Thy hands shall be me

8

Set the sail today, 0 Mother
Hold m Thy hands the rudder

Let my boat move on and sway
Gmded by Thy Pole Star

Let me pass the whole of this day
On Thy shore, mn 1ts every quay,

With Thy playful Mandakmn river.
Set the sail today, 0 Mother

Hold m Thy hands the rudder

9

Let my v01ce be m tune
With the birds smngmng mn Thy nest;

Let me be the honey-bee
Among the flowers m Thy

garden secret

25
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Hold me today, 0 Mother
In the string of gems You wear,

My consciousness shmnmng at 1ts
best.

Let my voice be in tune
With the birds smngmng mn Thy nest

(To be continued)

(Translated by Satadal from the ongmal m Bengali)

KASHMIR: A VISION BY THE MOTHER

NISHIKANTA

IT was a Darshan day. I do not remember the year now.
In the evemng Physical Education Groups assembled in rows for marching in

front of the Mother At that ttme instead of taking the salute standing m front of the
map of Mother India at the Playground, the Mother used to stand, along with Pranab,
qmte at a distance, facing the map, whtle the Groups marched past.

On one such occas1on I noticed that the Mother had been looking at the map of
Mother India on the wall durmg the march past. After the march past, while movmg
to her chatr along with Pranab, she asked him somethmg to which he shook his head
mnducatmng h1s ignorance.

Then the Mother took her seat as usual mn front of the map and asked the people
around her to bnng an atlas. She pomted out somethmg to those who were around
her Afterwards I heard that the Mother saw the v1s1on of a roarmg hon facmg the
East at the head of the map of India-that 1s Kashmtr

The map of umted India 1s pnnted every month on the cover of the journal
Mother India Now anybody who looks carefully at the map will see a hon's head-a
roanng hon facmg the East. But nobody noticed 1t before the Mother.

ABANI SINHA



THE COMPOSITION OF SAVITRI
(Continuedfrom the issue ofDecember 2000)

Ascent towards the Supermind

THE power that can transform hfe and conquer death 1s embodied mn Savtrr, the
heroine of Sn Aurobindo's epic, who in Book Ten reveals herself as an incarnatton of
the DIvmne Mother and achieves the work for which she was born. But mn early
vers1ons of the poem, there was nothing corresponding to the passage that now forms
the last half of Book Ten. This passage was wntten in 1947 and contains an explcrt
description of the planes from Higher Mind to Overmmnd and Supermmnd. It 1s based,
therefore, on a knowledge that goes beyond what Sr Aurobmndo had reahsed when he
began to wnte Savltn.

According to hus own statement, he had not drstmngu1shed Supermmnd from
Overmmnd when he was publishmng the Arya' A study of the rev1son of The Lafe
Dvne and The Synthesis of Yoga confirms that the references to Overmmnd occur mn
passages that were revised or newly wntten in the 1930s and 1940s Though much
was said about ''supermind'' in the Arya, the meaning of this word there was not
exactly the same as what 1t later came to signify mn Sr Aurobmndo's Yoga, where 1t 1s
considered essential to differentiate 1t clearly from other planes beyond the mind up to
Overmmnd. Sri Aurobmndo clarified that the true Supermmnd, as he knew t by the
1930s, 1s ''quite above''? what was described 1 the Arya and did "not enter into the
scheme"3 of the first versions of Savtr

This has been explained briefly in the prev10us mstalment, but calls for further
d1scuss1on m relation to the compos1tton of Part One. For m the passages that
developed into Part One, Sn Aurobmdo began to mtroduce Overmind and Super
mmd-the former by name, the latter without usmg the word-in the late 1920s, long
before he descnbed these planes m Book Ten. A departure from the discuss1on of the
later books of Savltri m the order m which they were revised 1s therefore necessary at
this point, for the sake of an adequate treatment of a subJect that affects the total
meaning of the ep1c.

Sn Aurobmdo realised progressively the nature of the power that could effect the
transformation he mtended to symboltse mn Savutri. To see how his revision reflects
the development of his realtsatton 1s undoubtedly the most mterestmg aspect of a
study of the compos1ton of the poem Nowhere s the revs1on more significant than
in the process that led to the creat10n of Book Three, ''The Book of the DIvmne
Mother''. This and other revision of Part One fills mn the long gap between the first
and last phases of Sri Aurobmdo's work on the later books of Savtr Moreover, there
are structural parallels between Book Three and the ending of Book Ten which make
1t worth while to look at these two books m connect10n with each other.

The consc10usness and force that descend into a human form m Sav1tn and act
27
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through her at the dec1S1ve moment evidently belong to the world reached by
Aswapat1 at the end of his untmng search for "the almighty source of cosmic
change''. In the final vers1on, 1t seems clear that this world must be the supramental,
though the word "Supermmnd" does not occur m "The Book of the Drvmne Mother''
It Is because Aswapatu estabhshes an mutual contact between human nature and the
supramental Light and Force that Sav1tn, mcamatmg that Light and Force, can cancel
the decree of Death and change man's destmy by the mtervent10n of a higher
prmc1ple m earthly life

In Sn Aurobindo's view, each step forward m evolution 1s accomplished "by
two co-operatmg forces, an upward-tendmg force from below, an upward-drawmg
and downward-pressmg force from above''.' In the passage from mmd to supermmd,
unlike the previous evolutionary trans1tons, the interact1on of these two forces can
become entirely consc10us. In the symbolism of Savtr 1t 1s prmarly Aswapatu, ''the
traveller of the upward Way"," who represents the aspmng movement Near the
summit of hs ascent he has the vrson of the DIvmne Mother, whose 'upward-drawing
and downward-pressmng force'' has sustained hmm all along. For she 1s

The magnet of our difficult ascent, .
The Might of all that never yet came down 7

The facsmmle m thus 1ssue shows, among other things, the first appearance of
Imes for what eventually became Book Three, Canto Two, ''The Adorat10n of the
Drvmne Mother'', from which I have Just quoted This manuscnpt can be dated 1927,
based on 1ts relationship to drafts mn another notebook which Sn Aurobmdo used m
that year for The Mother and other wntmgs. In view of its date, one might expect rt to
show signs of the results of Sr Aurobmndo's mntensrve Sadhana mn the early 1920s
which culminated in his S1ddh1 on 24 November 1926. A study of the rev1s1on
marked on the page reproduced here does suggest that a new element was makmg its
entry Into Savtr at thus tme.

Thus version of the first book 1s one of srxteen complete or 1complete vers1ons
entitled ''Quest'', ten of which belong to the penod up to 1920. It 1s the second of six
vers10ns of "Quest" wntten in the late 1920s, before Book One was renamed "The
Book of Birth". Four of these six are complete and end with a !me that now con
cludes Book Four

The spring-winds failed, the sky was set like bronze.

The version of "Quest" shown here 1s mcomplete; the page seen mn the facs1mule 1s
the sixth page (not countmg the title page) of a draft which breaks off after twenty
one more pages at a line now found m Book Four, Canto Three:

The nympholepts of the ecstasy and the blaze
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It 1s, Incidentally, mn the verson following thus one that the openmng lmne, whose
evolution was discussed near the begmnmg of the present senes," arnved at its fmal
wording.

The page reproduced contains Imes that mn the fmal text belong to Book One,
Canto Five, and Book Three, Cantos One to Three They are now spread out over
some 240 pages (pages 79 to 320 1n the current edutron). At this early stage, there was
nothmng corresponding to Book Two Before Sr Aurobindo began to revise has neat
fair copy of the previous manuscnpt, the top half of the page read as follows,
mcludmg the last two lines on the preceding page

One m the many thousands never touched
Engrossed by the external world's design,
Walks chosen by an mner eye of hght
And crosses an arcane of symbol Powers
Into the eternal courts of sohtude.
A call is on hmm from intangible heghts;
The watching gen of seven worlds
Have given to him the seven radiant keys,
He opens many masked and slumbermng doors,
And meets an imaged press of viewless realms;
Watched by closed eyes, mute faces of the Unborn,
He moves between retreating hon shafts ..

Most of this 1s similar to the form the passage had reached by around 1920. The
rev1s1on of 1t 1s complex, but 1t does not mntroduce anything radically new such as we
will fmd m the lower part of the page. Therefore 1t need not be descnbed m full
detail. However, It may be of mnterest to Indicate briefly the relationship of this
passage to the printed text of Savtri. A line written at the top of the page,

Impassive he hved immune from earthly hopes,

1s found mn the final text a few Imes before the sixth line mn the above transcript,
which now precedes the rest of the passage wIth ''Is'' changed to ''was':

A call was on him from 1tangible heights ...°

The fourth lme, "And crosses an arcane of symbol Powers", was cancelled mn the
manuscript, but was wntten differently a few Imes below and revised to

The spmts of the arcane obey his call.. ..

The deleted "Powers" eventually returned; the fmal version of the !me 1s found a few
pages after the Imes that onginally surrounded 1t, m a section on the "secret Nature":
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In shadowy chambers lit by a strange sun
And openmg hardly to hid mystic keys
Her perilous arcanes and hooded Powers
Confessed the advent of a mastering Mmd
And bore the compulsion of a time-born gaze."

The Imes about the seven worlds and the seven keys, the ''masked and slumbering
doors'', the "viewless realms" and "hon shafts" have all disappeared m the final
text However, these and related ideas developed mto the last three of the seven
sections of Book One, Canto Five. Smmlar imagery can be found there, as mn these
Imes on the "occult Force":

The worlds of a marvellous Unknown were near,
Her reign received their mystic influences,
Their hon-forces crouched beneath her feet;
The future sleeps unknown behmd their doors 11

The remainder of the Imes transcribed above have been preserved, m a similar or
identical form, mn the third section of Book One, Canto Five:

One among many thousands never touched,
Engrossed m the external world's design,
Is chosen by a secret witness Eye
And drven by a pomntmng hand of Light
Across hrs soul's unmapped mmmensrtudes....
Watched by closed eyes, mute faces of the Unborn,
He Journeys to meet the Incommunicable,
Hearmg the echo of his smgle steps
In the eternal courts of Solitude 12

The rest of the manuscript page seen in the facsimile can best be discussed by
l1kewise transcribmng 1t first as 1t stood before rev1s1on The next four lines, after those
already quoted, conclude the long sentence that began "A call 1s on him". In the
published text of Savtr these Imes come more than two hundred pages later, so they
wtll be considered together with the Imes that follow them Here we can see an early
form of passages mn the first three cantos of the third book:

There where all ends and all agam begms
Where stands the far-seen Godhead at the end
Ommpotent, a lonely seer ofTime,
Inward, inscrutable with diamond gaze.
These thmgs were done wthmn, but he willed more;
He called the embodying earth to be his shrine
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Awake to an all-conscious Light concealed
He hushed the waves of sense to a bnght sleep
A sign attending from the secrecy
That knows the unuttered sense of all our work,
Ephemeral voices from his hearing passed.

Before Sr Aurobmdo began to revuse 1t, thus passage mn the 1927 manuscrpt differed
little from vers10ns wntten around 1920 But the revs1on that can be seen m the
facsimile marks the defm1te begmnmg of a process that would soon add a new
d1mens1on to the meaning of Savtr

The first Imne of the passage, "There where all ends and all again begins", was
deleted and the idea 1t expressed disappeared temporarily. But 1t soon returned, more
impressively than before, m a sentence added after "diamond gaze"

Attracted by the unfathomable regard
The unsolved slow cycles to their fount returned
To rse again from that mnvs1ble sea.

The cancelled lme was replaced by "Where at the ummagmable end", whose ongm
seems connected with the revis10n of "at the end" to "of the whole" m the next line.
Another !me, inserted between these two, amphfted the description of the ''far-seen
Godhead" with a surreahsttc image:

Where at the ummagmable end
Hts feet firm-based on Life's stupendous wmgs,
There stands the far-seen Godhead of the whole
Omnipotent, a lonely seer of Time,
Inward, Inscrutable wth diamond gaze

Later, two Imes were added to these to make a seven-lme sentence. More important, a
canto grew up around these lines: Book Three, Canto One, entitled ''The Pursuit of
the Unknowable".

A study of the development of this passage, where m a slightly later vers1on the
word ''Overmmnd'' was mtroduced not far above these lines, pomts to the conclus1on
that "the far-seen Godhead of the whole" was mtended to be the overmmd Deity
who, throughout the history of rehg1on and spmtuahty, has usually been taken for the
supreme Creator and Destroyer of the worlds. But, accordmg to Sn Aurobmndo, 1t 1s
because spmtual seekmg stopped at the Overmmd and failed to discover a dynamic
Truth beyond 1t that the secret of transformat10n was missed·

The Ind1an systems dud not dustmngu1sh between two quite different powers and
levels of consciousness, one which we can call overmmd and the other the true
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supermmd or Divme Gnos1s. That is the reason why they got confused about
Maya (overmind-Force or Vidya-Avidya), and took 1t for the supreme creative
power. ..."

In this context, the rev1S1on seen in the next few Imes of the present manuscnpt
should be considered an important tuming-pomt m the wntmg of Savtr. The word
"his", in the line "He called the embodymg earth to be his shrme"', referred to the
"Godhead" ment10ned above. By changing "his" to "Her" and msertmg lines about
"an infimte supernal Force" before this hne, Sn Aurobmdo in effect linked Savtr to
what he was writing m The Mother at that time. This small but important book,
published in 1928, was to be his first explanation of the form his Yoga had taken
smce his Siddh1.

It must be acknowledged that, even before this revision, Aswapati did not stop
here but ''wlled more''. In a deep trance, he had a vis1on of the Goddess who
granted hum the boon leading to the birth of Savitri. But in early versions, the status
of this Goddess in the scheme of things-her relationship to the ''far-seen Godhead'',
for example-had not yet been made clear. Savitri's victory near the end of the poem
remained likewise somewhat unconvincing since the power by which it was achieved
was not sufficiently revealed.

All this began to change when Sn Aurobindo wrote, between the Imes and m the
margins, three lines which point beyond the cosmic Godhead to the ''Mother Might''
described in later versions as being "supreme behind the God". Includmg the Imes
which had been copied from the previous version, with their revs1on, this short but
highly prophetic passage may be transcnbed as follows:

These thmgs were done m him, but he willed more.
Imperishable above our fallen heads
He felt an infmite supernal Force
That wore Love's faultless form and Beauty's face.
He called the embodymg earth to be Her shrine

Some ambiguities mn the manuscript have been resolved in thus transcript by relying
on Sn Aurobindo's far copy in the next vers1on.

Only the second line, "Imperishable above our fallen heads", remains un
changed in the fmal printed text. The first line was dropped after some time. The third
became:

He felt a rapturous and unstumbling Force

The fourth lme, found in the left margm, was initially wntten ''And saw a stainless
form and marvellous face", which was not cancelled; m the next version, it became
"A face of Beauty and a heart of Love", but this wordmg also did not survive. The
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last line remained more or less as 1t was for a long time. Fmally 1t was altered and
expanded to three Imes

For all that he had been must now new-shape
In him her JOY to embody, to enshnne
Her beauty and greatness m hts house of hfe 14

But what 1s important 1s the substance of the Imes in the 1927 manuscnpt, from
which the canto entitled 'The Adoration of the Drvmne Mother'' would ultimately
develop

It 1s tempting to assume that ''an infm1te supernal Force'' must be the sheer
supramental, and this may very well be what Sn Aurobmdo intended in this lme. But
it must be remembered that the overmmd itself 1s an immense domam with many
planes, ranging upwards from what Sn Aurobmdo called "mental overmmd" to
'supramental overmmnd or overmmnd gnos1s''.1 If the "Godhead of the whole'', 1nto
whom the Demmrges lose their names and forms, stands at the summit of the
overmnd plane proper or ''true overmmnd'',J there 1s yet beyond thus the overmmnd
gnosis which forms a kmd of transitional zone between overmmd and supermmnd.
And this seems to be the "mterrnediate plane" of which Sn Aurobmdo wntes in The
Mother:

The Mother as the Mahashakt1 of this tnple world of the Ignorance stands in an
intermediate plane between the supramental Light, the Truth hfe, the Truth
creation whch has to be brought down here and thus mounting and descendmng
hierarchy of planes of consciousness that hke a double ladder lapse mto the
nesc1ence of Matter and chmb back agam through the flowering of hfe and soul
and mind into the mnfmntty of the Spurt Determmnmng all that shall be in this
universe and mn the terrestral evolution by what she sees and feels and pours
from her, she stands there above the Gods. .17

Sr Aurobmndo explamned ''there'' mn the last phrase as meanmg "m the Overmind
plane" 18 But smce she 1s ''above the Gods", the reference must presumably be to the
highest level of the Overmmnd, where rt 1s flooded with the supramental Light.

To the human mind, this 1s hardly d1stmgmshable from the Supermmd itself But
the relation between the second and third cantos of the third book of Savtr becomes
clearer when 1t 1s understood that Aswapatu first reaches the intermediate plane of
overmmnd gnos1s, where he sees the Drvmne Mother as ''the Mahashakti of thus triple
world of the Ignorance''.» She 1s not aloof from the world, for her Might broods upon
1t; she stands at "the head. of birth and to!l and fate" and 1t 1s her mystery that · the
Night conceals'', she 1s not altogether Inaccessible, but leans to us ''from the un
reahsed Vasts". For she 1s ''the golden bridge' 'a between the supramental Reahty
and the worlds created by the overmmnd Gods
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After a ''last and mght1est transformation''? mn the next canto, Aswapat
expenences what Sn Aurobmdo descnbes m The Mother as 'the worlds of a perfect
supramental creation". There the Mother 1s

the supramental Mahashakt1, a Power of d1vme ommsctent Wtll and omnipotent
Knowledge always apparent in its unfathng works and spontaneously perfect mn
every process.22

No doubt, the Mother herself does not essentially change on higher or lower planes,
but modifies her self-manifestation accordmng to the field of her acton. In ''The
House of the Spmt and the New Creation", however, the emphasis ts not on the
personal aspect, but on "the Truth creat10n which has to be brought down here'.23
Like the passages that grew mnto ''The Adoration of the Drvme Mother'', those that
form the middle secttons of Book Three, Canto Three, dep1ctmg the supramental
creation, began to be mtroduced mto Sav1tn m the late 1920s

The v1s1on of thts "new and marvellous creatton"24 follows an account of
Aswapatr's withdrawal mto heights beyond Space and Timme which had begun to
appear even in the earliest drafts of Savitr There, what we now know as the first two
sections of Book Three, Canto Three, as well as its last section, were already takmng
shape. In the manuscnpt shown mn the facsimile the next page and a half, after the
page reproduced, lead up to Imes printed on pages 322 and 331 of the present edttJon,
with several pages between these two sentences·

He abode defended m his shoreless self
Companioned only by the all-seemng One
Far down below him like a lamp m mght
His heart lay somewhere consctous and alone ....

The begmnnmngs of Sr Aurobmndo's revs1on of thus passage mn the late 1920s can
be seen at the bottom of the page shown mn th1s issue The new Imes mserted between
the Imes and m the margms are concerned mainly with the movements of asptratJon
and reJect10n that are given such prominence m the process of Sadhana descnbed m
The Mother.

The mtended placement of a lme wntten m the upper nght corner of the page,
''atent he sat like an mcarnate prayer'', 1s not indicated, but 1t can be inferred from
the next fair copy Two Imes on the next page were transposed with the last !me on
thts page and must be included m the transcnpt Another sentence from that page,
revised only slightly from the 1920 vers1on, 1s also included below to give a sense of
the heights that had already been reached mn many places mn the early drafts of Savtr.

A sign he attended from the Secrecy
That knows the unuttered word behmd each thought
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And hidden significance of all our works.
Patient he sat hke an incarnate prayer
Then lest a human cry should spoil her Truth,
He plucked desire up from its tortured roots
And offered to the Gods the vacant place.
Awake to an all-consc10us Light concealed
The waves of sense were hushed to a bnght sleep;
Those timeless hds were closed, no openmg came.
The robes of mortal thinkmg sank cast down
And left his knowledge bare to inspiring sight;
Ephemeral voices from his hearmg passed
Fate's dnving ceased and Nature's sleepless spur:
The athlete heavings of the will were stilled
In an unmoving and ommpotent peace:
Life m his members lay down vast and mute;
Naked, unwalled, untemfied it bore
The immense regard of immortahty.

(To be continued)
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THE FIVE SUNS OF POETRY
Ir 1s often said that art should be realistic. Poetry, for instance, must reflect our
common moods of hfe, our aff11ct1ons and our Joys, pam and pleasure, hunger and
surfeit, nudity and opulence, love and hatred, our failures and successes, Jealousy and
cruelty as much as kindness and humamtananism. It cannot be melevant to us. All
talk of idealism, nobihty, grandeur 1s considered to be mere eloquence about thmgs
insubstantial and has no bas1s 1n our immediate common expenence. Skylarks,
daffodtls, green cottages only imply escapism from the struggle and harshness of
existence. Not only that; it leads to pretentious emotions and syrupmness whch must
be washed out from our mental make-up. There has to be a certamn kmnd of directness
and disaffected putty mn our expressive creations. Modernists got tired of roman
ticism and turned more and more towards urban thmkmg and the confhcts of our
dally occupations, towards existential issues. But that reaction 1tself was, paradox1
cally, mdicattve of a deeper search for other sets of values, of gettmg out of the
routine and the common. Whtie 1t has brought vigorous intellectualised mtu1t10n and a
profoundness of thinking, it has also by its excesses made hfe bony and dry.

But then reality exceeds all 1magmattons and feelings, all ideas and fetishes.
Therefore that intellectualised intuition itself 1s a search for a more comprehensive
understanding of thmgs in their truer essence, mn the truth from which it derives itself
and seeks to widen 1ts possibilities of express1on. If the votce of that ineffable, that
unknown 1s to be seized in our language we have to set out on a new adventure We
have to make a new discovery mn which the word we speak wll carry other connota
tions and other assoc1atrons. It wall be not only loaded with thought and emotion but
also will to do thmngs mn 1ts expressive richness and opulence. When the poetic
inspiration comes from an inexhaustible source of JOY then it also fmds its own style
and technique. It could be a physical act10n on the battlefield, it could be a life-force
asserting itself m varied moods, 1t could be a JUsttficat10n of the creator's will m the
creation, or it could be the ep1cal song of triumph, or a search for beatitude in the
love that moves the sun and the other stars. For the poet all this 1s the discovery of the
word which could be an adventure in itself. It need not be a mystic or occult or
spiritual pursmt, or an mtense expression of devotion, or adoration of Nature with its
nvers and mountains and green pasture-lands and grazmg cattle. And yet 1t could be
all these. It could be even the deep-sounding thought that has the urge to explore
itself in the domain wherefrom sprmg all thoughts. Thus, for example, when a
modem poet (Listening in October, John Hames) says that

There are silences so deep
You can hear
The journeys of the soul,

we at once hear some authentic voice m the deeper chambers of that silence itself. We
37
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may read myst1c1sm m it but essentially 1t is a realisation that has come m a secular
way Somethmg has entered suddenly m the express1on of which perhaps even the
poet 1s not aware. Although mn 1t 1s served well the Modern1st's purpose, there 1s
somethmg more than that. It creates around us an atmosphere of silence m which 1s
possible the birth of the Word which can express that silence m ts joyous vigour and
effectiveness; m it we can hear a voice that can lift us up, guide us m our search
Here 1s seized somethmg of the profound and therefore 1t becomes mentonom,, even
spmtual. Yet what the poet has achieved here 1s smmply the paraphernelac preparation
for the soul's aesthetic p1lgnmage to the unknown It sounds more hke a well-round
ed rhythmic thought than an mtlmately felt expenence with its nchnesses takmg us on
those Journeys In 1t the subtleties of silence are absent In terms of Ezra Pound's
rhythmic accord we do not have here overtones to set the absolute tempo of a
masterpiece. If that Journey has to be a soarmg ascens10n to the snow-white peaks of
silence m the ardour of chmbmg, m the warmth and mt1macy of a vibrant expenence,
then 1t has yet to grow m the abundance of subtleties and suggestions that constitute
multitonal harmonies, has to grow m its flammg poignancy, has yet to get m touch
with the sun that hves on the summits of silence which carnes us yet higher on the
Vedic Journey of the ascendmg slopes of heaven It happens very rarely, particularly
when our approach to hfe and realty 1s entrely mnd-based, mind with its thousand
occupations of thought. But, when grven to omniscient hush, unceasmgly or1gmnal
msp1rat1on streams forth, as we have in the following:

Oft Inspiration with her lghtnmng feet,
A sudden messenger from the all-seemg tops,
Traversed the soundless comdors of his mind
Bnngmg her rhythmic sense of hidden thmgs.
A music spoke transcending mortal speech 1

Or express1on has actually 1ts or1gin m silence,

SIience the nurse of the Almighty's power,
The omniscient hush, womb of the immortal Word

It 1s mn this context that we have to recognise what Sn Aurobmdo tells us about the
future poetry with 1ts mntutrve and revealing character, poetry that descends from the
all-seemg heights with the rhythmic sense of the creative Word. While descnbmg the
nature of thus poetry he speaks of 1ts five suns whuch shall 1llumme our skes,-the
splendid Suns of "Truth, Beauty, Delight, Life and the Spmt "'

This poetry of the future 1s a search for the Reality that 1s present behmd all our
thinkmg and understanding, our longings, our hfe and the nch world around us, our
poss1bl1ties that can open out m 1ts discovery, behind our gamnful sense of dedrcat1on
to 1t. In fact 1t could be more than a search, 1t could be an express1on of the meffable,
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of the all-beautiful. The more we try to know 1t the more we begin to reahse that
there 1s much as yet to be secured, much to be won It s a spiritual quest. ''... the
poetic mmd sees at once 1n a flood of coloured lght, mn a moved experience, mn an
ecstasy of the commg of the word, in splendours of form, in a spontaneous leapmg
out of insptred idea upon idea, sparks of the hoof-beats of the white flame horse
Dadh1kravan galloping up the mountain of the gods or breath and hue of wmg stnking
into wmg of the msed broods of Thought flying over earth or up towards heaven "4

One need not be a Yogi to be such a poet because the creative rhythm and the word
mmage can be recerved by one who 1s sufficiently perceptive of things revealingly
aesthetic. Though the creative soul of man with his keen mtellectuahsed intmtlon has
a certain mner mental penetration in its persuasiveness, a certam flight of thoughtful
1magmnaton, yet 1t does not have this sure and mnev1table sweep of express1on, many
extended m its imphcat10ns, and hence cannot hold the joy 1t has the capacity to hold
It has to grow and therefore also have to grow with that our perceptions of poetry, our
appreciations of the broad new dmmens1ons that arnve in its luminous as well as sweet
melodious wake, m the emerald of its surge, in its moods of temperate or else swift
pacing happinesses

Thought-content and pursurt of Truth apart, there are also things warmly spmtual
and they bnng out flavours and flames and felic1t1es which are always there behind
Truth and Life and the Spmt In Beauty and Delight are the soul and the orgmn of all
art, of poetry, the creative and expressive nature of the free self 1s mn them Indeed, mn
the poetry of a large spmtual inspiration we shall hear ·' the song of the growmg
godhead of human umty, of spmtual freedom, of the coming supermanhood of man,
of the drvme 1dea seeking to actuahse itself in the life of the earth, of the call to the
mndrv1dual to rse to hrs godlike poss1bltty and to the race to live mn the greatness of
that which humanity feels within itself as a power of the spmt which 1t has to deliver
into some yet ungrasped perfect form of clearness ... to make hfe more mt1mately
beautiful and noble and great and full of meaning 1s 1ts higher office, but 1ts hghest
comes when the poet becomes the seer and reveals to man his eternal self and the
godheads of its manifestation.'•~ The poet of the spmt becomes a seer and a hearer of
the voices of the Truth, satyasrutah.

But this great poetry 1s possible only by opening ourselves to the higher planes
from where comes the insptred utterance In that insp1red utterance there is also a
certamn kind of mnevrtability which mn 1ts resolute manner confirms the revelatory truth
that 1t 1s proposmng to establish here. It becomes the Word of Knowledge and Power
wearing a form of Beauty and having the soul of Delight. About this overhead poetry
wIth 1ts objective to express some mnmost truth of thugs, the deeper realty wh1ch 1s
behind them, Sr Aurobmndo writes as follows: ''The vo1ce of poetry comes from a
reg10n above us, a plane of our bemg above and beyond our personal intelhgence, a
supermind which sees thmgs m thetr innermost and largest truth by a spmtual identity
and with a lustrous effulgency and rapture and its native language 1s a revelatory,
msptred, intmtlve word limpid or subtly vibrant or densely packed with the glory of
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this ecstasy and lustre .... The mspired word comes, as said of old Vedic seers, from
the home of Truth... The word comes secretly from above the mmd, but it 1s plunged
first into our intuitive depths and emerges imperfectly to be shaped by the poetic
feeling and mtelligence ... "6 It JS born as the Mantra. In a letter written to Amal Karan,
Sn Aurobindo explains that the Mantra JS ''•••a word of power and hght that comes
from the Overmmd mspiration or from some very high plane of Intmt10n. Its charac
tenst1cs are a language that conveys infinitely more than the mere surface sense of the
words seems to indicate, a rhythm that means even more than the language and is
born out of the Infimte and disappears into 1t...and the power to convey not merely
the mental, vital or physical contents or md1cat1ons or values of the thmg uttered, but
1ts significance and figure mn some fundamental and original consciousness which 1s
behind all these and greater.''7

Seers and hearers of the Truth are those who receive this Word from the tran
scendental Muse in the delight of the truth-existent. It 1s mn the greatness of the
Mantra that the Upanshad1c golden lid gets removed and 1s then received the higher
power of expression. The suns of poetry can then freely pour their radiances in our
creative expression. In 1t the '... rhythmic revelation or mtmtlon ansing out of the
soul's sight of God and Nature and the world and the mner truth-occult to the
outward eye-of all that peoples 1t, the secrets of their life and bemng"" give value to
our life and thought and to our aesthetic existence. In the completeness of 1ts expres
sion poetry 1s not only word and rhythm but ts also vision. In it has to be the
expressive power carrymg sense and sound and sight all together borne by the spirit
of Joyous creation. Such a worship of the divme Muse also means our bemg able to
receive more and more of her mexhaustible gifts. Savitri is that. To grow in 1t, to
explore our inner potentialities, to climb the peaks of creat10n and hve on those
heights as thetr happy and bright demzens we have to be the worshippers of that
golden-tongued Muse of Felicity. Joy grows in that growth and

The sun of Beauty and the sun of Power"

bestow these greatnesses mn the abundance of the dynamic spint that wishes to be in
its living expression.

R y DESHPANDE
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SRI AUROBINDO-THE SOUL OF INDIA
(Continuedfrom the issue ofNovember 2000)

SRI AUROBINDO, a co-worker of Tilak mn the political field, had similar percept1ons,
and when m 1910 he left politics he was certam that India would be free m the near
future. He had a direct divme assurance to that effect durmg the Ahpore trial. But as
the high-priest of revolutionary nationalism, he, 1t will be seen later, never stuck to
one form of pohucal action. ChittaranJan Das, a supporter of Sn Aurobmdo's revolu
tionary ideas, followed almost the same hne of action as Tilak and this had Sri
Aurobmdo's approval. To these forward-lookmg souls, above everythmg else was
their country's freedom and they knew which way it would come. It was a path of the
constant fight annexing whatever ground could be gamed m the course of the march
and contmuing the fight unabated till complete victory was won.

Sri Aurobmndo has saud about Tlak: ''Sr Aurobmndo's position and practice m
this matter was the same as Tilak's and that of other Nat10nalist leaders who were by
no means Pacifists or worshippers of Ahimsa'' 1

It was as though a more than human power and more than human management
had arranged the smgular sequence of events: Sn Aurobmdo's withdrawal to Pondi
cherry in 1910, Gandhiji' s coming to India in 1914 from South Afnca, the return of
Tilak from Mandalay, the launching of the Home Rule movement by Anme Beasant
and Tilak, the great "shadow" of the Montague-Chelmsford Reforms. The most
important political move of Tilak after his release was the formation of the Home
Rule league. Even Montague who said that Tlak was very extreme held that as a
pohtlcal leader he had the greater influence m India.

Tilak was nommated by the Delhi Session of Congress in 1918 to represent India
at the Peace Conference in Pans, he wrote and sent in an appeal to the conference mn
wh1ch he pleaded for consideration of the Ind1a question from the pomnt of view both
of world peace and of the progress of the Indian people. He urged that peace in India
was not possible to maintain unless and until she achieved self-government and to this
end the prmciple of self-determination should be applied to India Behmd his ref
erence to peace in the appeal there must have been his mental reaction to the Jalian
wala Bagh tragedy that occurred in the Punjab m Apnl 1919, provmg not only to
India but to the whole world how impenahstlc arrogance could degenerate into the
brutality of destroying hundreds of innocent human lives, and stnke at all the pros
pects of peace in a country reawakenmg to its inherent right to freedom, a right of
whuch Tilak humself was a ''God-appointed mcarnation''.

After the Amritsar Congress which accepted in principle thus stand of Tilak, he
started the Congress Democratic Party with a view to so orgamse the advanced
political mmds of the country that they might grow m mfluence and persuade the
Congress to adopt his policy of 'responsive co-operation'' of whose effectrvuty he
was as certain as he was of India's freedom resultmg from his method of political
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action. The methods of later leaders were not the same but what they achieved was
possible certainly because Tlak and his co-workers had prepared the ground, created
the spmt of sacnf1ce and the will to freedom at any cost In the acceptance by the
Bntish Government of complete self-government as the final goal in Ind1an admm1s
tration, Tlak could see a beginning of the frurt1on of hrs life-work

There was a feeling in Nationahst circles that somehow Sr Aurobmdo should be
persuaded to return to Ind1an actrve politics It rs mnterestmng to record that at th1s
time an offer came from Tlak through Mr Baptista asking Sr Aurobmndo to come
out of his seclusion and take up the ed1torsh1p of a new paper, like the Bande
Mataram thirteen years earlier. This paper was to propagate the message of patnotlsm
and educate the nat1on mn the tasks of poht1cal debate and action They had decided to
start 1t under the auspices of the Social Democratic Party of Bombay. Mr Joseph
Baptista was a well-known hamster and one of the famous leaders of T1lak's National
Party which had grown strong and popular Baptista wrote a letter to Sn Aurobindo.
Sr Aurobmndo's reply to this appeal 1s reproduced here in full

Pond1cherry
Jan. 5, 1920

Dear Baptista,
Your offer 1s a tempting one, but I regret that I cannot answer 1t mn the affirma

tlve It 1s due to you that I should state explicitly my reasons In the first place I am
not prepared at present to return to British Indra. Thus 1s quite apart from any poht1cal
obstacle I understand that up to last September the Government of Bengal (and
probably the Government of Madras also) were opposed to my return to Bnt1sh India
and that practically thus oppositron meant that 1f I went back I should be interned or
impnsoned under one or other of the beneficent Acts which are apparently still to
subsist as helps in ushenng in the new era of trust and cooperation. I do not suppose
other Governments would be any more delighted by my appearance in their respective
provinces. Perhaps the Kmng's Proclamation may make a difference, but that 1s not
certain since, as I read 1t, 1t does not mean an amnesty, but an act of grac10us
concess1on and benevolence limited by the discretion of the Viceroy. Now I have too
much work on my hands to waste my time in the leisured ease of an involuntary
Government guest. But even 1f I were assured of an ent1rely free action and move
ment, I should yet not go Just now. I came to Pond1cherry in order to have freedom
and tranquillity for a frxed object havmng nothmng to do with present politics-In
which I have taken no direct part since my commg here, though what I could do for
the country in my own way I have constantly done,-and until rt 1s accomplished, 1t
1s not possible for me to resume any kmnd of public actrvaty. But 1f I were m Br1tush
India, I should be obhged to plunge at once into action of different kmds. Pond1cherry
is my place of retreat, my cave of tapasya, not of the ascetic kind, but of a brand of
my own invention. I must finish that, I must be internally armed and eqmpped for my
work before I leave 1t
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Next m the matter of the work itself I do not at all look down on pohtics or
pohtical action or consider I have got above them. I have always laid a dominant
stress and I now lay an entire stress on the spmtual hfe, but my idea of spmtuahty
has nothmng to do wnth ascetic withdrawal or contempt or disgust of secular things.
There 1s to me nothmng secular, all human actrvtty rs for me a thing to be mcluded mn a
complete spmtual life, and the importance of politics at the present time is very great
But my lmne and mtentuon of polrtcal activity would duffer cons1derably from any
thmg now current mn the field I entered mnto poltucal action and contmued 1t from
1903 to 1910 with one aim and one alone, to get mto the mmd of the people a settled
will for freedom and the necessity of a struggle to achieve rt mn place of the futile
amblmg Congress methods till then mn vogue. That 1s now done and the Amritsar
Congress 1s the seal upon 1t. The will is not as practical and compact nor by any
means as orgamsed and sustamed in act10n as 1t should be, but there 1s the will and
plenty of strong and able leaders to gmde 1t I consider that m spite of the madequacy
of the Reforms, the will to self-determmnaton, 1f the country keeps its present temper,
as I have no doubt 1t will, 1s bound to prevail before long What preoccupies me now
1s the question what 1t 1s gomng to do wth its self-determmnat1on, how will 1t use 1ts
freedom, on what Imes 1s 1t gomg to determme its future?

You may ask why not come out and help, myself, so far as I can, m g1vmg a
lead? But my mmnd has a habit of runnmg mconvemently ahead of the tJmes,-some
might say, out of time altogether mnto the world of the ideal. Your party, you say, 1s
gomg to be a social democratic party. Now I believe m somethmg which might be
called social democracy, but not mn any of the forms now current, and I am not
altogether in love with the European kmd, however great an improvement 1t may be
on the past I hold that India havmg a sp1rt of her own and a governmg temperament
proper to her own civilisation, should in politics as mn everythmg else strike out her
own ongmnal path and not stumble m the wake of Europe. But thus 1s precisely what
she will be obliged to do, 1f she has to start on the road in her present chaotic and
unprepared condition of mmd No doubt people talk of India developmg on her own
Imes, but nobody seems to have very clear or sufficient ideas as to what those Imes
are to be. In this matter I have formed ideals and certam defimte ideas of my own, in
which at present very few are likely to follow me,-smce they are governed by an
uncompromising spmtual idealism of an unconventional kmd and would be unmntel
hg1ble to many and an offence and stumblmg-block to a great number But I have not
as yet any clear and full idea of the pract1cal Imes, I have no formed programme. In a
word, I am feelmg my way m my mmd and am not ready for either propaganda or
act10n Even 1f I were, it would mean for some time ploughmg my lonely furrow or at
least freedom to take my own way As the editor of your paper, I should be bound to
v01ce the opm10n of others and reserve my own, and while I have full sympathy with
the general ideas of the advanced parties so far as concerns the action of the present
moment and, 1f I were in the field, would do all I could to help them, I am almost
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incapable by nature of limiting myself in that way, at least to the extent that would be
requ1site.

Excuse the length of this screed. I thought 1t necessary to explain fully so as to
avoid giving you the 1mpress10n that I declined your request from any affectation or
reahty of spintual aloofness or wish to shirk the call of the country or want of
sympathy with the work you and others are so admirably domg. I repeat my regret
that I am compelled to d1sappomt you 2

Yours sincerely,
AUROBINDO GHOSE

(To be continued)

NIIMA DAS
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ASPIRATION

WITH aspiration's sweet enchanting tune,
The silver cord undulating rose;
And holding 1t little Dwija climbed
Up there under the crescent moon,
Helped along by a heavenly hand.
Then for an eternal moment he drank
Deeply the gods' nectar and milk of Paradise.
Drunk and dizzy with rapture sweet
He came down bathed in mute eternal hush.

VAY RAM

A proper name which s1gmfies one who has a second, a spmtual birth



VEDIC PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE GODS-1

We have discussed m one of our previous articles the fundamentals of the Vedic
vision of life. But the more important part of Vedic spiritual culture 1s the inner
psychological and spintual discipline or m other words the Yoga pursued by the
Vedic seers. And this Vedic Yoga contains a treasure of psychological mnsights. But
the key to the riddle of Vedic Psychology hes in the symbolism of the Gods. This
article examines some of the fundamental psychological conceptions of the Vedic
Yoga.

Vedic Gods: Their Psychological Significance

The Vedic gods represent in general subjective powers of consciousness and m
particular those faculties, powers or states of consciousness beyond the "normal" or
ordinary human mind. One of the central intuitions of Vedic psychology-which in a
way anticipates the Freudian past as well as the transpersonal future of modem
psychology-is that the ordinary conscious mentahty is only an intermediary com
mun1cating channel between the subconscient ocean below 1t and the superconscient
ocean above. In a hymn of the Rig Veda, RIshu Vamadeva describes the whole of
existence as estabhshed above in the seat of the divine Purusha, the Superconscient
being and below, m the dark ocean of the subconscient, ananta samudra hrd anta
rayus. The Vedic gods are the powers of the superconsc1ent Self in man. The Vedic
psychology is primarily the psychology of the working of the gods in man. The Vedic
sages are not much interested in the minute analysis of conscious or subconscious
mentality of man. For their amm 1s not to dwell in but to go beyond the conscious or
subconscious ranges into the superconscious kingdom of the gods.

The Normal Psychological Faculties of Man

But still the Vedic sages have made a smmple and effective class1ficat1on of the
ordinary mentality whch we have to know before proceeding to the celest1al psycho
logy of the gods. There is a pregnant verse in the Rig Veda which prays to the Maruts
hrdatasto manasa dhuya. Thus hrda heart, manas mmnd, and dh mntell1gence are the
three distmct psychological faculties of man recognised by the Vedic sages. They
correspond to the citta-manas-buddhi of the later development in Indian psycho
logy. They are the faculties of the ordinary human consciousness. The Vedic hrda or
heart corresponds somewhat to the concept of ctta mn Rayayoga; it 1s not merely the
emotional being; it is the first, the most primitive and the mostly subconscious strata
of human consciousness As Sri Aurobindo points out:

"The heart in the Vedic psychology is not restricted to the seat of emotions; 1t
includes all that large tract of spontaneous mentahty, nearest to the subconsc1ent in
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us, out of which nse the sensations, emot10ns, instincts, impulses and all those
intmtlons and inspirations that travel through these agencies before they arnve at form
m the mtelhgence. Ths 1s the 'heart' of the Veda and Vedanta, hrdaya, hrd, or
Brahman. There in the present state of mankmd the Purusha 1s supposed to be seated
centrally. Nearer to the vastness of the subconsc1ent... "1

This 1s espec1ally true of the state of consciousness of the humanty of the Ved1c
age. The heart of the humanity of the Vedic age was much less conscious and nearer
to the subconscious than the heart of the modern man. It was made much more of
spontaneous subconscious instmcts than of conscious mental1sed emotions The emo
tional being of the Vedic man was probably stationed somewhere near the abdominal
centre, the muladhura of the Tantrcs and not exactly at the chest centre which 1s the
seat of conscious emotions. From thus stuff of subconscious and mstmnctve mentality
of hrda evolves the conscious mentality which 1s made of two layers: first, the
sensat10nal vital mmd, manas, which 1s predominantly the mind of sensations, feel
mngs and des1res, and second, the thmkmng and discrimmnating intelligence buddhu. For
the mind m general the Vedic sages used the word matt which includes the whole of
mental consciousness, the sensatlonal, emotional and thinking mind Total 1llumma
t10n of this mental consciousness of man and all its faculties 1s a part of the Vedic
ideal of self-perfect10n. Again as Sn Aurobmndo explams.

"Right thoughts, nght sensibilities, thus 1s the full sense of the word sumat,
for the Vedic mati includes not only the thinking, but also the emotional parts of
mentalty. Sumati 1s a light mn the thoughts; 1t 1s also a bnght gladness and kindness m
the soul "2

This 1s the Vedic class1f1cation of the ordinary human consciousness. But as we
have said already, the Vedic sages were not interested in a minute analysis of the
psychology of the ordinary mind. The1r pnmary interest was in that which is beyond
the ordinary mentahty, how to enter into this higher consciousness, bring down its
powers into the lower mentahty and enter into the superconsc10us kingdom of the
Gods.

Indra and Agni: The Illumined Mind and Will

Among the Vedic gods, two gods stand out prominently and are nvoked cons
tantly by the Vedic RIshus; they are Indra and Agnu. They are the constant inner
helpers and companions of the Vedic RIshis mn their mystic sacrifice. They are also
constantly praised by the Vedic R1sh1s in the1r hymns as the path-finders m the1r inner
Journey and gmdes and helpers of humanity as a whole. What 1s spec1al about these
two gods which make them so Important to the Vedic RIshs? The reason wll become
apparent when we examine the psychological significance of these gods mn the hght of
Sn Aurobmdo's Vedic interpretat10ns

In a cosmic sense Indra 1s the lord of Swar, Heaven The Swar or Heaven in the
Vedic cosmology 1s the plane or the world of divine Mmd Thus Indra represents the
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universal divine Mmnd. And Agn1, mn a general cosmic sense represents the umversal
drvmne Will, more specifically the will which gudes the evolutionary march of Nature
from matter to life and from lfe to mind and from mmnd to whatever spiritual destiny
awaits the future of man. In a psychological sense Indra and Agm represent respec
trvely their corresponding self-express1ons mn the mndrvdual human consciousness as
the illummed Intelhgence and the asp1ring Will m man

Now we can see why the Vedic R1sh1s gave the highest importance to these two
gods. As cosmic godheads, Indra and Agni are the two drvmne powers who are
directly mvolved m gmdmg the earth and human1ty m 1ts evolutionary march And m
a psychological sense, Indra and Agni represent the two higher faculties which are
Indispensable for success mn the mnner spiritual path. For mn Yoga 1t 1s not the thought
and feelmg of the ordmary or surface rational and emotional bemg which can lead the
way. It 1s only the higher and deeper Will of the subhmmal bemg 1Ilummed by an
Intuitive intelligence which can give the nght lead and direction mn the Yog1c path. As
Sn Aurobmdo pomts out:

''In realty thought 1s only a scout and pioneer, 1t can guide but not command or
effectuate. The leader of the Journey, the captam of the march, the first and most
ancient priest of our sacrifice is the Will. This Will 1s not the wish of the heart or the
demand or preference of the mmd to which we often give the name. It 1s that mmost,
dommant and often veiled conscious force of our bemg and of all bemg, Tapas,
Shaktl, Shraddha, that sovereignly determmes our onentatton and of which the mntel
Iect and the heart are more or less bhnd and automatic servants and mstruments "1

Agamn 1t 1s not thought or emotion but Will that 1gnutes the flame of asp1ration
which burns upwards, keeps 1t alve and burnmg, shatters the obstacles and punf1es
the bemg by burning away all the dross. The Will Is the prrest of sacrifice who 1gn1tes
the sacrfic1al fire mn the altar of our heart Can there be a more appropnate symbol
for this aspiring flame and force of the Will, the mner Fire mn man than Agni

If Agm represents the higher aspmng will Indra represents the higher mtmtlve
mtelhgence or the illumined mmd beyond the mtellectual, emot10nal and sensational
mentahty. Indra 1s called the Gopatu. The word Go, which means cow, was used
consistently by Vedic sages to symbolise mner 1Ilummat10n Cows m the Vedic
symbohsm represent the herds of light Indra 1s gopat or the lord or of the herds of
hght which means the lord of mner 11lummat1on As Sn Aurobmdo explains the
psychological significance of Indra:

''The prmciple which Indra represents 1s the Mmd-Power released from the
limits and obscurations of the nervous consc10usness. It 1s this enhghtened Intelli
gence which fash10ns nght or perfect forms of thought or of action not deformed by
the nervous impulses, not hampered by the falsehoods of sense The image presented
1s that of a cow g1vmg abundantly its yield to the milker of the herds. The word go
means m Sansknt both a cow and a ray of hght This double sense 1s used by the
Vedic symbolists to suggest a double figure whch was to them more than a figure,
for lught, mn thenr view, 1s not merely an apt poetic image of thought, but 1s actually its
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physical form. Thus, the herds that are milked are the Herds of the Sun,-Surya, God
of the revelatory and mntuitrve mmnd, or else of Dawn, the Goddess who manifests the
solar glory. The Rish des1res from Indra a dally increase of thus light of Truth by h1s
fuller activity pouring rays mn a rch yield upon the receptrve mmnd.''

The Maruts: The Storm-troopers of Indra

The other Important member of the Vedic celestial family 1s the Maruts or the
wmd-gods. The Maruts are the gods of the mmd. For wmd or atr m the ancient tradi
tons represent the principle of mmd, as water the vital force and earth the principle of
matter. So the Maruts are the powers of the higher illummed mtelhgence But unhke
Indra who represents more the aspect of hght, knowledge and illummation, the
Maruts represent the force and energy aspect of the higher mmd. They are ''energies
of the mentality, energies whch make for knowledge''' and ''powers of Thought
which by the strong and apparently destructive motion of thetr progress break down
that which 1s estabhshed and help to the attainment of new formatlons."6 We can say
the Maruts are the storm-troopers of Indra. They are descnbed as fierce and violent
gods who forcefully break through obstacles m the path The Maruts symbolise the
forceful, energetic, adventurous and courageous thought, the Kshatrya energy m the
mind which breaks down mental blocks, demolishes old and estabhshed mental
formations and has the courage to venture mto unexplored vistas of knowledge. The
Brahmana, force of knowledge of the Indra will be mcomplete without the Kshatriya,
energy of the Maruts.

These are the three gods Indra, Agm and Maruts who play an important role m
the Yoga of the Vedic Rish1s. There are other equally important gods like Surya who
represents the supreme Light, the Lord of the supramental world of Truth, Right and
the Vast, satyam, rtam and brhat, the goal of the Vedic Yoga; we name what Sn
Aurobindo calls the "solar quarternary" the Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman and Bhaga
representmg the four spmtual powers or quahties of the Surya; we have also the very
frequently hymned goddess of the Dawn Ushii representmg the dawn of mner illu
mination. These gods have more of a spiritual than a psychological significance; they
come mnto prominence durmg the later and more advanced stages of the Vedic Yoga.
We will come to them a little later. First we have to be clear about the psychological
dimensions of the Vedic Yoga before commg to the spmtual.

Panis: The Robbers of the Light

The other significant psychological symbol of the Vedas is the battle between the
gods and the demons. This Vedic image hke many others was grossly mismterpreted
by Western scholars as the war between the gods of the fair-skmned and long-nosed
Aryan invaders and the dark-skmned and snub-nosed Dravidians natives. We will not
enter into the historical controversy regardmg the Aryan mvasion theory. But from
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the psychological point of view the meaning of the symbol is obvious; it 1s the "inner
war without escape'' which every spiritual seeker has to fight and conquer to realise
the higher aim of life. The image of war in the Vedas 1s the symbol of this inner war
between the evolutionary powers of Light in man and the universe-which aspire and
work for truth, strength, harmony, unity and light-and the anti-evolutionary force of
Darkness mn man and the universe The terms used by Vedic sages for these dark
powers are revealing. They are called by different names like Vala which means
coverer, Vritra, tearer, and Panis who are descnbed as miser traffickers and robbers.
The names very clearly indicate the method of workmg of these hostile forces. The
gods or the powers of light work by an increasing mner 1lluminatton which gradually
unveils the undivided unity and wholeness of Truth and creates a progressive har
mony and unification of the d1v1ded and confhctmg elements mn our own being and
the universe. The dark powers, Valas, Vntras and Panis, work by the reverse process
of covering, dividing and tearing the wholeness and unity of life and being, and
stealing the redeeming light of Truth from man.

MS SRINIVASAN
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SONG OF RETURN
To Yamas' Lok she went, to sleep,
To rest from the dusty Journey
That all souls must tread, who
To thelf high place long to return,
The wayfarers of the twofold road
There, when the hour 1s set,
A clock chimes thnce and the soul
Awakened stands to behold its heavenly home
And to hear and recerve the weighty quest
From the Great One, who lords 1t
Over the Threshold Realm
"Who are you, soul? How were your ways below?
What great thmgs and deeds were yours on earth?
Show me your credentials here,
Open your stores to me ''
She stands mn s1lence, what 1s she to show?
Quickly she scans, fast searching,
The wmdmg road Just left behmnd and
Looks about maybe to fmd a witness
To plead her case.
"Speak, oh soul You, who on your brow
The Mighty Mother's touch
Shmnmng bear Speak! I await ''
Pearls, that make ornaments shme,
Tears of the heart roll down her lovely cheeks.
She, for the first time, to the Presence speaks.
''Oh Lord, I am humble, so poor,
What are my deeds to show?
Forgrve 1t, please, I had no time,
You see, no time ..
I was mother to so many
Wife and mother, no more than that,
I, an Ind1an wfe, just that,
In Ind1a '
A smile, radiant such as heaven alone beholds
Lights up the face of Yama, the Lord
A choir of voices lke mus1c rse and chant,
"Oh a soul, a soul came home today,
To us today. Wife and mother,
Mother and wife from Ind1a
From India today.''

50
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THE CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM OF
CONSCIOUSNESS

Introduction

TowARDS the fag-end of 1995, the United Nations Economic and Soc1al Council
(UNESCO) organised a forum mn New Delh with the objective to study the mystery
of the ongm of the Umverse, brmgmg mto its ambit expertise from varous fields,
from anthropology to zoology and from paleontology to philosophy The spectrum of
study would deal with the serous questions with which today's science 1s engaged, rt
would aim at solvmg, or at least gettmg to know mn a better perspective, the puzzlmg
questions on ever mystenous signs from the cosmos, the unpredictable turns that the
mass of matter takes, new vistas mnto space, time, light, energy, motion, the mystery
of life, human mind and many other important issues. It goes without saymg that
stud1es in consciousness or mind, the subject to which everything else 1s referred and
fmds its meaning, would get its due importance. The science of mmd, whether
considered physically, psychologically or philosophcally, 1s still believed to be mn 1ts
mfant stage as the world of technology and life-styles which develop answers to some
very basic questions concemmg the human mind remam obscure. Apart from the
questions of natural science as to how man evolved as a species called Homo Sap1ens,
there are also unanswered quest1ons as to how he developed a faculty called con
sc1ousness, so high mn degree that rt dustmnguushes hum as the crown of evolution?
What 1s the role of consciousness, apart from the role played m md1V1dual develop
ment of the mmnd, mn a society, mn a larger world context, e g, mnternatronal relaton
ships, the Umted Nations Orgamzat1on, human nghts, or in special s1tuat10ns hke
war, commerce, famme and catastrophe?

Stating the Problem of the Western Concept of Consciousness

We are mn the age of cybernetics, the ultra-modem science of our times, where
machmes are made capable of self-governance, 1 e , machmes bmlt to respond to
some pre-programmed states. Thus for mstance, the recent chess 'tournament' be
tween Gary Kasparov, the world chess champion, and a computer named 'Deep
Blue', made world wide news, and the fact that the computer took the first game
away from the champ1on made man's world look a little foolish It could 'thmk' Just
hke its opponent, and 1t could make 'moves' agamst him. The questions one asks are·
Is 1t 'rational'? Can 1t 'thunk'? Even the one who programmed the computer agreed
that 1t couldn't; the computer was merely 'programmed' with numerous computa
tons, whch 1t 'scans' when 1t has been made to do so and dehvers a perfectly
predictable result However, smce the machmes solve a number of problems, mn a
much faster and efficient manner than any human, there is a strong op1mon which
suggests that these workmgs of the machmes could supply us with some valuable
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knowledge about the functioning of our mind. Human beings have increasingly
started to thunk and explain their functions mechanically. For mnstance, 1t makes better
sense to descnbe the heart as the 'pump' and the brain as the 'computer processor' of
our body 'machine'. The functions of the mind which were once known as mental
states are now descnbed as 'mental processes'. In fact computer processes seem to be
domng a better job by putting out an enormous data of mformaton, the quickest
possible calculations, and now even translation of language, voice and 1age projec
t10n and a colossal memory bank.1

Although the mechanical efficiency seems to be awesome and its results mmpec
cable, the snag may be that 1t is a totally consistent system which apparently leads to
limitations. Kurt Godel's theorem proves that the consistency of a formal system
adequate for number theory cannot be proved within the system. As the consistency
theory took hold of mathematics Gotlob Frege struggled in Begriffschrifft to define
numbers, and Russell found further difftcult1es that led him to a dilemma of classes or
non-classes of numbers which seemed absurd to accept and self-contradictmg not to
accept. Godel realized that in a formal system adequate for number theory there exists
an undecidable formula, which 1s neither provable nor unprovable.

Roger Penrose (Rouse Ball Professor of Mathematics), presently the author of
the two best selling books, The Emperor's New Mind and its sequel, Shadows of the
Mind, has developed a theory claimmg to solve the problem of the concept of mind.
In the first book he refuted the idea of the functional1sts who see consciousness as an
association and interaction of vanous functions and proposed that bram and mmd are
like 'hard-ware' and 'soft-ware' respectively as one understands computer language.
He advocated that mmd 1s somethmg more than a pack of neurons, rather 1t involves a
process within our bram. Neurobiolog1sts, however, do not have problems with such a
view, but Penrose sees more problems, for our consc10usness mvolves more than
mere computations, however clever or resourceful. He fmds we cannot solve the
problem of mind unless we fmnd a new phys1cs to explain 1t. He 1s a mathematic1an
and he starts where Godel ended: No consistent formal system can prove the true
propositions of arithmetic. Thus, 1t 1s clear that the truth of mathematics 1s a matter of
mntuition and cannot be established within a consistent system of rules; 1t is also clear,
therefore, that a machme based on such a system would fail to clone human under
standing.

The proposed new physics naturally proposes a new course, i.e., smce no system
could clone human understanding due to a non-computational element m our con
sc1ousness or mind, it 1s clear that we must find a phys1cs that 1s non-computational.
He advocates m a dramatic way that such a non-computational element called 'micro
tubulous' that hes m the 'cytoskeletons' of the cells in our bram or mind 1s merely a
'shadow' of these 'deeper' physical bases of our consc10usness. However, hke all
those who tned before him to explam mmd and were trapped, so too Penrose 1s
trapped mn his own web of mathematical ent1t1es trying to fmd solace in mental
phenomena and then in turn trymg to explain the world around him at times in a
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Platomc way and at other times Cartesian.
Such endeavours as the above are not all that new. Jan Brouwer, the great

mathematician from the Netherlands advocated the mnturt1on1st element mn mathe
matics in the first decade of the 20th century.' He proposed that theorems would be a
mere circular argument to prove mathematical entities, thus makmg it a presupposi
t1on-free science; in other words, the mathematical objects or truths mn some way
depend directly on our intuition, we become automatically conscious about them He
and many others hke him, e.g., Heyting, accept Kant's judgment that mathematical
objects are synthetic apriori.

(To be contnued)

DANIEL ALBUQUERQUE
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SOUL BEHIND THE VEIL
I CAUGHT a fleetmg ghmpse
Of a soul behmd the veil
A soft white radiance
Beyond all human scale.

As mn a cocoon rt lay
Wrapped m splendid peace
Dreaming of a distant day
When ego's rule would cease.

All past lves 1t knew,
Gathered round its core,
And death and birth walked through
Its ever-welcommg door

Openmg on worlds unknown
To man m h1s outwardness
In the star-fields of God 1t has grown
Through our JOY, our pam and duress

To unite with the Godhead above
Who leans to aspmng earth,
Shapmg from founts of his love
The mould for the superman's birth

NARAD

Amal's comment: "Very fehc1tous all through. I hked especially the third stanza"
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SPEECH
THERE 1s a story from Aesop's fables. When asked to be served a dmner with the best
and worst things a human bemg knows, the kmg was served vanous dishes made of
tongue. When the Vazir was asked to explam he said that the tongue has two aspects,
the best that a human bemg knows and the worst, truth and falsehood, and which
aspect we use and utilise 1s our choice Both are very dehc10us and tasty.

Speech 1s usually the express1on of superficial nature. ''Speech comes,'' Sr
Aurobmdo tells us, 'from the throat centre, but 1t 1s assoc1ated with whatever 1s the
governing centre or level of consciousness-wherever one thmks from If one rses
above the head, then thought takes place above the head and one can speak from
there, that 1s to say, the direction of the speech 1s from there ''' But for most of us,
most of the time our consc10usness 1s m the external bemg and so 1s our speech. And
1t 1s for us, the buddmg sadhaks, that control of speech 1s such a necessity for our
self-progress

But what 1s after all the nature of normal human speech and where does 1t come
from? What 1s its usual purpose? And why should 1t be controlled? One way 1s to fmd
out what happens, what we observe when we stop speakmg for a while, go into
mauna. Swam Tadatmananda, a computer scent1st who has become a Sannyas1,
descnbes very well what he observed when he stopped speakmg for a while. He says·

"As a student m an Ashram I had tned practlsmg mauna for a few days When
others understood my mtentlon, they simply stopped speaking to me All around me
conversation continued while I merely listened, feeling almost mvs1ble like a re
searcher watching through a one-way mrror I was amazed to discover that much
daily chatter seemed prompted by social convent10n and habits rather than by a need
to convey meanmgful thoughts or feelmgs. Casual conversat10n 1s harmless, no doubt,
but from my temporanly silent perspective, much of 1t seemed as pomtless as seemg
reruns on televIs1on. While practasmng slence, I found myself far less occupied with
the countless tnvml events takmg place each day.

"I also discovered what a poor listener I had been. While others talked I often
thought about what to say next. I became preoccupied with my own thmkmg, mstead
of grvmng my full attention. I began to hsten with more attention and sens1trvity and
started to hear subtle messages to which I had previously been deaf In a strange way,
I felt as if cotton pluggmg my ears had been removed and I could hear clearly for the
first time

"Yet the greatest lesson I learned in silence came not from observmg others, but
from observing myself. Mamntamnmng silence I could not help but notice a persistent
pressure compellmg me to speak. I was astomshed to discover that this pressure often
seemed to onginate not from a need to say something but from a need to draw
attention to myself, to have someone hear and understand me In silence I began to
hear a famnt mnner cry that had been drowned by my mmnd's usual chatter. It was the
v01ce of someone crymg out for attent10n, someone who felt unloved and perhaps
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unlovable. It was the voice of a lttle boy who wanted to be held and cared for.
''I had been completely unaware of this subtle pattern of mme-using conversa

ton to cover my feelings of inadequacy. I discovered how talkmg was a means I
unconsciously used to feel accepted by others and to reduce my sense of isolat1on.
While remainmg silent, I could not hide from that part of myself which felt unaccep
table.

''Many spiritual teachers and therapists say that what we unconsciously avoid 1s
crucial 1n our process of self-inquiry, a necessary step mn our journey towards emo
tional and spintual growth."2

Most of us have been told since childhood that our speech should be kmd, true
and beneficent and that we should avoid words that may cause fear, hurt, sorrow and
trouble to others. At the time of the Sankrant festival in Maharashtra the greetmgs
are accompamed by a sesame sweet and the request "Speak sweet words." But I did
not know the answers to questions like "Where is the source of talk?" and "Why
and how to control it?' till I learnt them from the writmgs of Sn Aurobindo.

Sn Aurobmdo explains: ''Talk-of the usual kinddoes very easily disperse
or brmg down the mner condit10n because it usually comes out of the lower vital
and physical mind only and expresses that part of the consciousness-it has a ten
dency to externahse the bemg. That ts of course why many Yogis take refuge in
silence. There are some who have the flow of speech by nature and those who are
very vital cannot do without it. But the latter case (not being able to do without it) ts
obviously a dusability from the spintual pomnt of view. There are also certain stages mn
sadhana when one has to go Inward and silence at that tmme is very necessary while
unnecessary speech becomes a dispersion of the energies or externahses the con
sciousness. It is especially this chat for chat's sake tendency that has to be over
come.''

Thus it s the lower vital and physical parts of the external mind from where our
common speech and its pleasure anse. These parts are the most prominent and hence
most resistant to the needed purification or change. And Sn Aurobmdo agrees that "1t
is impossible to avoid it (speech) altogether.'' And he adds: ''what you must do ts to
learn to get back at once to the mner consciousness-this so long as you are not able
to speak always from the inner bemg or at least with the mner being supporting the
action."

So the first step 1s to become aware of the need to control speech. The second
step 1s to practise doing it. Talkmg ts a habit, a mechanical habit established long
before we turn to the spiritual path. The habit goes on for some time, even after our
resolve to control it, because it is propelled by its inertia and by force from the
subconscious. But eventually, once the resolve ts there together with constant vigi
lance and perseverance, the control can be achieved by the aid of the Force from
behind. As Sri Aurobindo tells us: ''Mostly human speech and thought go on
mechanically in certain grooves that always repeat themselves and it ts not really the
mind that controls or dictates them. That 1s why this habit can go on for some time
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even after the conscious mind has withdrawn its support and consent and resolved to
do otherwise.''

I find it very interesting that speech and thought are hnked together here. Thus
control of speech helps control of thoughts too. Even though most of us do not
actively think before speaking, it is the thoughts from the superfcal consciousness
that get translated into our daily speech.

To a sadhak who finds speech-control difficult to achieve Sri Aurobindo wntes:
''The difficulty you experience exists because speech is a formatton which in the past
has worked much more as an express1on of the vital in man than of the mental will.
Speech breaks out as the express1on of the vital and 1ts habuts, without caring to wart
for the control of the mind; the tongue has been spoken of as the unruly member. In
your case the difficulty has increased by the habit of talk about others,-goss1p to
which your vital was very partial, so much that it cannot even yet give up the pleasure
in it. It is therefore this tendency that must cease m the vital itself. Not to be under
the control of the impulse to speech, to be able to do without 1t as a necessity and to
speak only when one sees that 1t 1s nght to do so and only what one sees to be right to
say, 1s a very necessary part of yogic self-control.''

How to do it? What to practise in order to achieve this control? Sri Aurobindo
tells us in these precise words: "You have to persevere and form the habit of control.
If you can succeed in controllmg the speech often,-It needs a constant vigilance,
-you will finally find that the control stamps itself and can in the long run always
intervene. This must be done so long as the movement is not fully opened to the
Mother's Light and Force, for 1f that happens the thmg can be done more quickly and
sometimes with a great rapidity. There is also the mntervent1on of the psychic,-if the
psych1c being is sufficiently awake and active to Intervene each tmme you are going to
speak at random and say 'No', then the change becomes more easy."

Expounding about Silence and Speech Sr Aurobmndo writes:
"Silence prepares, speech creates. Silence acts, speech gives the impulse to

action. Silence compels, speech persuades."
"The greatest exertions are made with the breath held mn; the faster the breath

mg, the more the dissipation of energy...when thought ceases breathing ceases...when
thought begins again, the breath resumes its activities. But when the thought flows
without the resumption of the inbreathing and outbreathmg, then the Prana is truly
conquered. This is a law of Nature. When we stnve to act, the forces of Nature do
their wll with us; when we grow still, we become their master. But there are two
kinds of stillness-the helpless stillness of inertia.. and the stillness of assured
sovereignty which commands the harmony of hfe. It 1s the sovereign stillness wh1ch
is the calm of the Yogm.''

''The more complete the calm, the mightier the yogic power, the greater the
force in action. In this calm, nght knowledge comes.. .in that calm, in that voiceless
stillness illumination comes upon the mmnd, error begins to fall away and so long as
desire does not stir agam, clanty establishes itself in the higher stratum of the
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consciousness compellmg peace and JOY m the lower.''
The knowledge flooding in as soon as the mmnd falls quiet, 1s a process. And 1t

has its provisos. The speech has to be controlled, for, then only can the mmnd become
quiet. "The error (or falsehood) begms to fall away"; the error-the falsehood-that
1s normally always mixed with truth mn our speech, thoughts, perception, Judgement,
1magmnaton, memory, impulse, and even v1s10ns and dreams has to be dnven farther
and farther away from us. The other cond1t1on is that "so long as the desire does not
stir agam" the waters of a silent mmd 1llummat1on contmue to come upon the mmd
There has to be a condition of desirelessness for the knowledge to flow mnto us
through the calm, and therefore clear and transparent waters of the mmd

Notice the role of clanty It 1s the establishment of clarity, a clear seemng and
perceivmg, m the higher strata of consc10usness that compels the lower strata to be
filled with or to become aware of the peace and joy. The peace and joy that are the
normal qualities of the mner bemg shme forth when the thick veils of a busy mmd
and vrtal are withdrawn

Like all changes mn our nature, this change too 1s transient and recurs mn our
Sadhana and gets slowly established as we proceed on the road

But what ts thus nght knowledge? It 1s not the knowledge that science gives or
reason and logic dictate It 1s also not the knowledge that discriminates between evl
and good and prefers the immediate obv10us good.

Thus 1s the knowledge of the drvmne wll, of drvme action It 1s knowledge of the
whole scenano, the result mn the distance, the fmal outcome and not the one mn the
1mmed1ate future It 1s the knowledge on which true action 1s based. Thus 1s the
knowledge that m1ttates truth act10n.

We know that speech creates. It creates forms of emotion, mental images, and
impulses of act10n. The ch01ce ts ours about the quality of these forms and impulses
we can create. After all becommg more and more consc10us of our actions, becommg
aware of our react10ns and where they come from, to become much less of an
automaton than we are 1s the wish and aspirat10n of all human bemgs wanting to
progress To become aware of what speech ts, this so pleasant and common activity,
1s obviously an urgent need before we can proceed further on the path of progress,
even mn ordinary life. The limitations of human speech and 1ts maximum capability
are well explained by Sr Aurobmndo while commenting on that marvellous phrase in
Kena Upamshad-Speech of our speech. He says: "Human speech rs only a se
condary express1on and at 1ts highest a shadow of the drvmne Word, of the seed
sounds, the sattsfymg rhythms, the revealmg forms of sound that are the ommsctent
and omnipotent speech of the eternal Thmker, Harmomst, Creator. The highest ins
ptred speech to which the human mmd can attam, the word most unanalysably
expressive of supreme truth, the most puissant syllable or mantra can only be 1ts far
off representation''.

Yes, we have this wonderful mstrument And like all our superb mstruments, 1t
ts our choice how we practise speech as a means of self-revelat10n, to radiate the love
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and JOY and peace of the drvmne within us, to express the drvmne who is, in the words
of Amal Kiran, simultaneously "the Lord overhead and the Love caved in the core."

DINKAR D PALANDE
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A JOYOUS PATCH
OF late, an open book
I have been
For Your perusal keen ..
You are a Joyous patch
In my tom tale,
A firm knot
In life's frail thread

This thick-woven patch
Will never weaken
Nor that knot loosen .
Gnef-stncken, I may be
Compel led by
My human tendency,
But that shmnmng spot
Will ever hum
And ennch me
With innumerable
Notes and tones.

ASHALATA DASH



THE LANGUAGE OF THE SOUL
(Contmuedfrom the issue ofDecember 2000)

ACCORDING tO the Sufi saints, the silent, motionless and eternal hfe, which 1s m fact,
the "Life Absolute", from which has sprung (or emanated) all that 1s seen, felt and
perceived by the sense-organs 1s called ZAT. Every motion or movement that spnngs
forth from thus orgmnal ''silent life'' is a vibration and creator of further vibratons
-m fact, within one vibration are created many-splendoured vibrations or mynad
patterns of subtle vibrations Thus 1t 1s the graded and stratified activity of these
vibrations that leads to the manifestation of the vanous "planes of existence". The
Interaction of these multrplcrtues of vibrations makes the various planes of existence
grosser and grosser and 1t 1s believed that in this process "the earth 1s born of the
Heavens.'' Thus vibratory actvtty 1s supposed to be the bas1s of all sensations,
pleasures and pamns mn thus phenomenal world. The finest vibrations are mmperceptible
even to the human soul. The soul 1tself 1s supposed to be formed of these v1brat10ns
and it 1s their perpetual dynamic activity which makes the soul ''conscious''.'

Creation begmns with the activity of consciousness, which is also called ''vibra
tion" by the Sufi saints; according to them every vibration startmg from its original
source 1s the same, differing only m its tone and rhythm caused by a greater or lesser
degree of force behind 1t. On the plane of sound, vibration causes an immense
diversity of tones, and in the world of atoms, d1vers1ty of colours too. Sound gives to
the consciousness an evidence of its own existence, although 1t 1s in fact "the active
part of consc10usness which turns into sound." All things being denved from and
formed of vibrations have sound concealed within them, as fire 1s hidden in the fhnt.
Each atom of the Universe 1s beleved to confess itself by its tone, "My sole ongin 1s
sound." If any solid, liquid or hollow sonorous body 1s struck, it will answer back "I
am sound." This happens m our phenomenal world of mult1phc1ty where sound
(called Ahata Nada by the Grammarian Philosophers and Mus1colog1sts of India) has
its "birth, sex, form, planet, god, colour, childhood, youth and age"; but that volume
or nature of sound which 1s mn the "abstract sphere", beyond the perceptible sphere
of the concrete and phenomenal world, 1s the "ongin and basis of all sound" .2 This
mysterious, unique and primordial Sound 1s called Anahata Nada by the Grammarian
Philosophers and Nada Yogis of India because It remamns literally ''unstruck'' or
undiluted. Only the Nada-Sddha logs (i e., those who have attained perfection in
Nadanusandhana) have the extraordmary gift and supra-sensory capabihty of gaining
access to this wondrous and most beautiful world of mysterious sound, called Ana
hata Niida.

It is believed that both sound and colour make their direct and mndirect effect on
the human soul according to the law of Harmony. Tone has either a warm or cold
effect, according to its element, since all elements are made of different degrees of
vibrations. Therefore sound can produce an agreeable or disagreeable effect upon
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man's mind and body; even modern scientific research has established that musical
sound (of certain selected varieties, especially from the deep and rich classical modes)
has its superb healing effect. It is difficult to reject the Sufi-faith that each planet has
its own "special tone"; therefore every mdiv1dual has a note pecuhar to himself
which is accordmg to his "bJrth-planet" and 1t is for this reason that "a certam tone
appeals to a particular person accordmg to the grade of his evolut1on."1

In the Vedic tradition of Inda, it 1s saud: ''Words mean what they do...''. The
"words", before they were ever wntten down in the precisely evolved Sansknt
language (Sanskrit: a word itself formed from Sam, "together" and kr, ''make'':
''together-make'') were only sounds. This holy and significant concept "of a sound
meaning what it does" is indeed very far-reachmg. For example, in the ChnstJan
tradition, this concept can shed light on the openmg of St. John's Gospel: "In the
beginnmg was the Word... " Obviously 1t suggests that the first impulse or vibration
in the entire Creation was "Sound"...4 It has been very aptly mentioned by the
ancient seers of the Vedic period:

''There are men who may see with eyes,
But they do not see the source of drvmne speech
There are men who hear but have no ability
To understand the deeper meanmg of divine words.
But there are pious sages to whom
The Goddess of Speech reveals Her lovely form.''

(Rug Veda, 10.71.4)

It would now be worthwhile to contemplate the followmg excerpts from the
Upanishadic lore:

Nachiketa asked: "What lies beyond right and wrong, beyond cause and
effect, beyond past and future?"

Dharmariij said: "The Word that the Vedas extol, austentles proclaim,
sanctities approach... that word 1s OM".

"That Word is eternal Spmt, eternal distance, one who knows It attains to
his des1re.''

"That Word 1s the ultimate foundation. One who fmds It is adored among
the saints.''

''The Self knows all, 1s not born, does not die, 1s not the effect of any
cause; It 1s eternal, self-existent, imperishable and the most ancient.''

(Kathopanishad)

T. V. Kapali Shastry, the famous Tantr1c scholar and sadhaka, has mentioned
that among the stupendous achievements of the mystics of ancient Inda stands fore
most the theory of Creation by the "Word". The creative Logos of the Greeks does
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certamly correspond to the Vak (Latin: Vox, Sanskrit, Vak, to speak) that ts, the
"Creatrix of the Word". But the Indian conception 1s dtstingmshed by the ancient
theory and the treatment 1t has received at the hands of the great seers of the Vedic
age, the sages and mtuutrve thmnkers of the Upanishads mn success1on, the philosophers
of the Darshana, the Tantra-Shastras and the Purunas. The theory of Vak whch has
permeated the rehgtous literature of our country has influenced to a considerable
extent many wnters and poets of the later ages as exemplified in the utterances of
Kahdasa and Bhavabhut1. The former affirms Vak as Shakti (or Power) that cannot be
alienated from the meaning of substance However, Bhavabhutt makes a profound
statement in his dictum that 1s laden with a world of 1deas about the orgmnal power of
Viik and tts real nature on the one hand and on the other, Vak as a ''vehicle of
thought" at the disposal of the decent-minded people. According to him, siidhus who
are of a good, well-bred kind with regard to veracity normally give a correct expres
s1on to the thoughts mn their mmnds In contradistinction from thus, meaning follows
the Word m the case of primeval Seers, the 'Rshus''.

The idea about the real nature of Vak as transmitted from age to age from the
Vedic times is revealed in the pregnant phrase-Vacham arthonudh@vat, The Vak of
the ancient "Rishis" ts not a sound-symbol of a mere mental idea, vocally expressed
as ts done by all developed human beings It ts a v01ce m a deeper sense of the term
which 1s mn its source a power of express1on, a force which Impels the bemng to
respond to the stimuh which are a demand made on the bemg by the environment or
by the subtle or occult and spmtual forces from the deeper layers or higher levels of
being. It ts a voice that proceeds from the depths, or from the heights of one's being
which is not established in mind... The real character of the Vak 1s that rt creates, the
Vak whch, mn the words of a Vedic poet, became all these worlds Vugdeva vshva
bhuvaniini yajiia 5

We have clues, found in the Rtg Veda itself, which we can follow with great
advantage m our attempt to penetrate mto the mysteries of the "Word". The Rig
Veda announces in plain and unambiguous language certam facts of mystic expen
ence which T. V. Kapah Shastry has reduced to categoncal dicta for modern under
standmng mn hus book, Laghts on the Acents.

(a) There 1s the supernal Ether mn the empyrean heights of Bemng called
paramam vyoma.

(b) It ts the ab1dmng place-mmpershable and immutable-of the Rik, e.,
the Mantras.

(c) All the Gods, the Cosmic Powers, also reside there.
(d) What can anyone do with the Rik who does not know That (the

Supreme Ether) which ts the abode of the Rik as well as of the Gods? That ts to
say, the Rik has value only when one knows its source, the Supreme Ether

(e) There are four steps or planes, padiint, from which Speech issues; the
fourth step (Vaikhar) 1s the human speech that ts the ordmary word while the
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other planes remam hidden in secrecy.
(f) The Word and the meaning of the Mantra, (1.e., the Veda) belong to

the higher planes.
(g) And the last and important statement 1s that the Veda 1s referred to by

the Rtg Vedic Seers themselves as the Word-Eternal, Ntya Vak, a phrase the
Rish1 appltes to the Mantra m the urge for laudaton of Agn, nityaya vaca
chodasva.6

SURESH DEY
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MINAKSHIAMMA:
A FLAME THAT STOOD THE STORM

M1NAKSHIAMMA was born on 20 December 1899 at Thruchengodu mn a respectable
Shaivite Brahmin family. Therrs was a traditional Hmdu house mn three parts with the
livmg rooms mn front and the kitchen etc. at the back beside a courtyard with a well
and a garden. At a little distance behmd the house there was a temple on a small
hillock. By the time Minakshrnmma was ten she had developed such an intense
devotion that her mother found her more often runnmg off to the temple than playing
with the other children.

When Sayana Doraiswamy Iyer married Mmnaksh1amma, she was 12 and he 30.
He had not wanted to marry but his mother, who was not keepmg well and felt she
did not have long to live, pleaded with him to get married. He was already a highly
respected advocate at the Madras High Court, a patron of music and a philanthropist.
But what he sought most was the company of spintual personalities. In the early years
before coming to the Ashram he would often vus1t Ramanasram and spend long hours
mn the company of the Maharshi, sometimes going up the hull ofArunachala with him.
Doratswamy took Mmakshiamma to Bhagawan several times and she was so deeply
influenced by Swami Ramana's life and teachings that the night he passed away (14
Apnl 1950) he came to her mn her dream. She was mnitated by one of his foremost
disciples, Vasishta Ganapatmmuni (Nayana to his disciples). Nayana stayed with
Doraiswamy whenever he was in Madras and was treated with great reverence as a
senior member of the family. Nayana taught her the Renuka stotra which she repeated
every morning unfailingly.

Dora1swamy had an exceedingly lucrative legal practice and was well-known for
his sense of fair-play and high ethical and professional standards which he mamtained
throughout his career. He won the esteem of the Judges and hts colleagues alike.
Those who have seen him argue bnefs recollect with nostalgia the p01se, digmty and
grace with which he handled cases. The judges always showed him great courtesy. To
help an advocate fnend who was in financial straits due to which he was.unable to
maintamn hus palatial property mn Mylapore called Palm Grove, Dora1swamy purchased
it from him. Prior to movmg there he lived in Ramaswami Street where he had for his
neighbour the famous national1st and poet Subraman1a Bharat. There grew between
the two a lasting friendship.

Dorauswamy had two brothers and two sisters. Mmakshrnmma developed a close
mt1macy with hrs younger brother's wife, Mangala Ammal and her son Nagaswamy.
After Minaksh1amma settled in the Ashram her children grew up with Nagaswamy
under Mangala Ammal' s care mn Kurool.

Dora1swamy first saw Sri Aurobmdo in 1907 at the Surat Congress. He began to
vs1t Sr Aurobindo in Pond1cherry around 1920. He was asked by Sri Aurobmndo in
1923 to carry a special message to C. R. Das who was then in Madras after visitmg
Sn Aurobmdo here m Pondicherry. In his letter of mtroduction he referred to
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Dora1swamy as one mn whom he had ''mmplcrt trust''.
There are other references to Dorauswamy by Sr Aurobmndo mn Nirodbaran's

correspondence. ''Doraiswam1 was always a sattwic man, a very fine sattw1c type . ''
To the question by Nrodbaran: 'Isn't 1t because of hus change of consciousness
resultmg m a change of values of hfe that Dora1swamy could discard all fame, post of
honour, etc.?", Sn Aurobindo rephed: "I don't think so. He never wanted to be a
Judge etc., he was never an office hunter Hts weakness was of a social character,
destre to be generous, hked, scrupulous m the discharge of social duties, attachment
to family, fnends etc."

Mnaksh1amma had her first Darshan of Sr Aurobmndo and the Mother in August
1926 She came to the Ashram for good on the 6th of June 1928 with Skanda, her
fifth child, a mere baby. Mangala Ammal (who thereafter looked after her other four
children and also regularly visited the Ashram) accompanied her and stayed here until
Amma was well settled Like most Ashram1tes of the penod Amma had come with
the firm behef that not only S Aurobmndo and the Mother but even thetr d1sc1ples
would never die. But events mn her own lfe however disproved this behef because her
baby suddenly fell Ill with diarrhoea and died, followed by other tragedies m the
family, namely, the loss of her two sons, Thyaga and Mtthran m the pnme of thetr
youth and later of her daughter Anusuya who was in her forties. One can imagine
how shaken and shattered any mother would feel at the loss of her children. But
Amma was one who had her faith firmly anchored mn the Divine and accepted with
courage and fortitude whatever Providence had ordamed for her.

Those who knew Mmnakshamma closely would say that throughout her lfe she
hved essentially within. All those years of her stay in Madras, she was more mnter
ested mn Nayana's luminous words than mn mxmng with the soc1al celebrities who
often v1s1ted them Once she came to Pondtcherry and had the Darshan of the Mother
and Sn Aurobmdo, she felt she had found her home from where nothing could ever
take her away. She never even went on a v1s1t to Madras. It was somethmg of a
sensation when she d1d not attend even the big event of her own daughter's marriage.

Here at the Ashram she Joined the group of young women who were doing some
very fine embroidery on sans for the Mother She 1s always remembered for her sam,
with the flowers of D1vme 's love, Grace and Realsaton. She also cooked sometimes
for Sn Aurobmdo and he was very fond of her lemon nee

Amma had only two or three years of schooling While in Madras an Anglo
Indian woman came home to give her Enghsh lessons. Apart from Tamil she had
learned Telugu Here, with a few other ladies, she jomned Suvrata's French class. In
the mud-thirties, Mother asked her to teach English to Bharatr's mother, Mmnaksh1
amma and Knshnamma (wife of Satyakarma who settled here m 1933 w1th her son
Dayakar). After Appa's (Dora1swam's) passmng mn 1976, people approached her to
take Tamil lessons from her. With great hum1hty she would say, "I have had only
two years of schoolmg'' But she was an excellent teacher She was very accurate
with words. Sometimes she would struggle for the nght word for days and when she
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had d1scovered 1t she would share 1t with great joy wIth her pup1l She was also an
excellent narrator and was a treasure of Puramc tales. At the opportune moment she
would present one of them mn all its strength and smmplcrty

There was a time when Dora1swamy's offenngs helped to meet a mayor part of
the Ashram's fmnanc1al needs His help and hospitality were always available to
anyone from the Ashram. The Mother gave hum a room mn the Ashram premuses to
come and stay whenever he wanted, and he generally came and stayed here every
weekend When he was mn hs mud-fifties he often asked the Mother's perm1ss1on to
retre to the Ashram but the Mother kept askmng hmm to continue hus work mn Madras
He fmally retired and settled in 1938

Mmakshiamma had two daughters and two som Kows1k1, the elder, chose to get
mamed and Anusuya to lrve m the Ashram The Mother advised on the choice of the
husband for Kows1k1 and gave her a special message on the occasion of her mamage
in March 1933

When the Second World War broke out the Mother encouraged Amma's sons to
JOin the armed forces. The elder, M1thran, Joined the army and the younger, Thyaga
ray, who was then studymng mn France, joined the Royal Arr Force saying, ''I am
JOmmg the war for my Mother's country'' (Both brothers offered all thelf mhentance
to the Mother) While m France M1thran was once mistaken for a European spy and
arrested When word reached the Mother, she arranged through her brother, who was
then the Governor-General of French Congo, to get him released. Towards the end of
the war Thyaga's bomber was shot down in France and he was killed When the
Mother broke the sad news to Amma, she saw tears streaming down the Mother's
face. The Mother told her that while falling Thyaga had cned out again and agam,
"O Mother, hast thou forsaken me?'

When M1thran returned, he worked m the Ashram's Electricity Department with
Bula-da. As 1ll luck would have rt, he contracted an illness that was then rare m India
It was diagnosed later as a heart problem. After a long illness he passed away The
Mother used to go to see him daily in Dora1swamy's room m the Ashram. (For
Mrthran's upanayana Sr Aurobmndo had wntten his Gayatn mantra)

After M1thran's passmg Dora1swamy used to be away for long spells in Delhi to
be with his daughter Kows1k1 and her husband, then Home Secretary to the Govt. of
Inda He used to also visit Calcutta and spend a few months wth some of hts very
close fnends there But when he asked Amma 1f she wanted to accompany him, she
told him she would not h1ke to leave the Ashram which was her permanent home He
returned to the Ashram m 1967 for good and hved a rather secluded hfe

Early m 1966, Anusuya developed a bad cough which somehow would not go,
soon she began to get breathless. Generally, Doraiswamy consulted his nephew,
Nagaswamy, who held a degree in medicine from the Umted States and was an expert
phys1c1an. But somehow m thus case he dud not Anusuya's health deter1orated and mn
Apnl she had to be taken to JIPMER, where she passed away Anusuya's death was a
great blow to both her parents; but Dora1swamy's anguish was more vis1ble
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Vasudha (who was of the same age as Kows1k1), known as Akka among her
associates, was hke a daughter to them, looked after Amma and Appa with unfa1lmg
care and diligence. With many people mn the Embroidery Department jomnmng mn, there
grew a devoted entourage around the agemg couple.

In 1976, Dora1swamy passed away at the age of 94. His had been a many
faceted hfe wherem he had achieved success and fulfilment mn whatever he had
undertaken. He felt greatly blessed to have come to know closely so many spmtual
masters, who had held, as 1t were, hus hands firmly mn theirs, and led hmm on the way.
It was no surpnse that at the pomt of his soul's departure he felt Sn Aurobmndo's
presence and peace enveloping hmm. He was conscious till the very end

In 1983 Akka left, after a protracted and pamful illness of cancer, leavmg her
Amma mn the custody of her long-time colleagues Ichchha and Mmoo and Bela and
her young friends Bharatl and Shanta Amma suffered a severe heart attack m 1970
and became more and more dependent on Akka's team Gradually due to glaucoma
her eyesight also began to fail. In May 1991, Amma shpped and fell, leadmg to
fracture of the hip bone. The next six months she was mn bed mn the Nursing Home.
Thereafter thmgs qmckly went downhill and soon we had before us Just a sleepmg
child; sleeping with total abandon with no need or wish for anything other than for
the final call. Or was 1t the external proof of the Mother's words wntten on 12
January 1932 that had smce then gradually penetrated deep mnto Mmnaksh1amma's
body? ''Every thought of my mmd, every emot10n of my heart, every movement of
my bemg, every feelmg and every sensat10n, each cell of my body, each drop of my
blood, all, all is yours, yours absolutely, yours without reserve You can decide my
hfe or my death, my happmess or my sorrow, my pleasure or my pam, whatever you
do with me, whatever comes to me from you will lead me to the Drvmne Rapture ''

Mmakshiamma had felt a deep affm1ty with the Mother's prayer of 25 October
1914°

''My asp1rat10n to Thee, 0 Lord, has taken the form of a beautiful rose, harmo
nous, full mn bloom, rch m fragrance. I stretch it out to Thee with both arms mn a
gesture of offermg and I ask of Thee: If my understanding 1s limited, wden 1t, 1f my
knowledge s obscure, enlighten rt, 1f my heart rs empty of ardour, set 1t aflame, 1f my
love 1s mns1gnficant, make rt intense; 1f my feelings are ignorant and ego1st1c, grve
them the full consciousness m the Truth. And the 'I' which demands this of Thee, 0
Lord, is not a httle personahty lost amidst thousands of others. It 1s the whole earth
that aspires to Thee 1n a movement full of fervour. In the perfect silence of my
contemplation all wdens to infmntty, and m the perfect peace of that silence Thou
appearest mn the resplendent glory of Thy Light ''

Surrender to the Drvmne Will was the foundation of Amma's life and a palpable
peace was its chief achievement, ''the peace that makes Thy presence felt and Thy
Intervention effective, the peace that 1s ever victor1ous over all bad will and every
obscunty''

ANONYMOUS



A DELICATE DIALOGUE

The Heart:
0 TINY wild flower!
Blooming mn the s1lent moor
And swaying with the happy breeze,
What songs do you sing?
Songs of the earth or of the heavens?
To cast a rainbow upon your smile
The Sun and the dew amve,
The wild wind scatters your fragrance afar
You are the glory of the soil,
The mystic marvel of cosmic art
And the supernal beauty of emerald earth

How 1f I were hke you'

The Flower:
0 humble simple heart!
Wmngmng mn amazmng skies
And saulmg on shummermng seas,
What words do you herald,
Words of peace or of bhss?
The earth, the heavens
And the other worlds
Take refuge in you.
You are higher than the heavens,
Deeper than the ocean,
And brghter than the Sun
0 voyager of endless time
And a flame of world-life'
Swinging mn earthly years
You still are stainless

How If I were like you'

SuRYAKANTI MoHANTY
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GLOBALIZATION OF CULTURE
WHO WINS?

I

THERE are many ways globahzatlon and hegemony-buzz words today-mtersect
with the world of contemporary literature and culture. Indeed, so potent, widespread
and ms1d10us seems to be its perceived mfluence that many doubt whether one could
avoid the common fate of cultural servility

Whtie globaltzat10n and hegemony have an Insistent presence everywhere, 1t 1s
only the latter which ts umformly perceived as baneful The discourse over globaltza
tlon leads m many areas to an ambivalent outcome. Some see 1t servmg commumta
nan goals, the welfare of the weak and the margmahzed The advocates of trans
nat10nal corporations argue, for mstance, that global prmt-cap1taltsm ts not only good
for the ehte m the Northern Hemisphere, but equally beneficent for the nsmg middle
class readmg pubhc m post-colomal societies. And so, an Arundhat1 Roy, a Salman
Rushdie or a Jhumpa Lahur 1s packaged and promoted by the metropolttan culture
mdustry across the world Authors and editors thus become corporate players, theJr
works marketed and sold across the board The vast outreach of the Enghsh language
book-mdustry today exceeds immeasurably our earlier def1mtion of pan-world cul
ture, localtzed one tmme mn hotel foyers, airport lounges and tounst resorts.

Thus, globalization speaks mn many voces. Its advocates and acolytes mn world
bodes such as international fmnanc1al agencies aligned with Wall Street and organs of
multinational capitalism, mns1st that Satellite Television, Information Technology,
Websites and the Internet are agents of democratic change and will eventually serve
the mnterests of the poor "thtrd world" countnes, that far from swampmg the native
mdustry, Pepsi Cola, KFC and Benetton will promote qualtty, offermg greater choice
to the consumers m so-called backward nations

In many post-colon1al societies, debates over global1zat1on are dramatically
projected m the med1a mn dualistic terms, as binary opposites, are you for bug dams or
are you for smaller check-dams? Are you for market dnven transnational cap1tahsm
or do you stand for protection1stc trade and tariff barrers? Do you uphold the vtrtue
of publtc telev1s10n, supported by people's movements, publtc trusts and ph1lanthro
pc groups that, you clamm, promote mndrv1dual choice and public welfare? Or do you
support media mergers across poht1cal frontiers? Is your hero Rupert Murdoch or a
grassroots actrv1st?

As ''Baywatch'', "Dynasty'' and "Santa Barbara" mcreasmgly propel the new
bourgeois1e mn poorer countries to heights of NIrvanc bhiss, they act as an aphrodisiac
to vast m1lhons of the dispossessed worldwide In the post-Fukayama verston of late
industrial capitahsm, marked by the absence of a counter 1deology, globahzed culture

Parts of this paper were earlier presented at the US chapter of the Internauonal Assoc1at10n for Common
wealth Studies, Rhode bland, USA, May 2000
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in 1ts popular and vs1ble manifestations from Mexico to Mumba1, and Carro to
Caracas, logically become tools mn the hands of authoritaran States and power-struc
tures Asian tigers remam models for the West the lesson 1s clear democracy has to
be watered down for the sake of an efficient economy!

II

Meda and cultural critic1sm mn post-colon1al societies, for all their critique of
"globalization" of culture, are far from remedies that can capture pubhc 1magmahon.
Similarly, citizen groups and pnvate voluntary organisations, for all their mncreasmng
power to shape publc polcy, seem to occupy for the most part an alternate political
and social space

Arguably much has been achieved by the thmkmg of avant-garde cntlcs of
literary theory and cultural criticism. Saud, Spivak, Bhabha and Ahmed along with
other practitioners have contnbuted much to our understandmg of the world and the
text, the social base of the knowledge system, the mnovat10n of a more culture
spec1fic and egalitarian pedagogy The notion of hybrdrty, the mterrogation of grand
narratives, the false divide between orahty and literacy, the quest10nmg of essen
tualsm and Euro-centrsm are signal ms1ghts that have the ring of truism today. Our
understandmg of the social base of a work of art, of nat10ns and narrations, of the
fallacy of anthropocentric and teleological thmkmg has been advanced by new re
search by women, mmontles and people of colour This has generated many emanc1
patory possibilities. Multlculturahsm as an alternate model to the earher form of
nation bmldmg based on the pnmacy of a smgle language and culture Pedagogy that
reflects the consent of the taught, mnovation of cultural and economic mst1tut1ons that
reflect popular choice rather than dictate of faceless bureaucracies ...

How then shall we resolve the issues of globahzat1on and cultural hegemony?

III

In many post-colonial societies globahzat10n spawns xenophobia and funda
mentalsm of different kmnds. As the dispossessed become increasmgly rootless,
mcapable of copmg with newer forms of social behaviour and patterns of consump
t1on, earlier loyalties, tribal and ethnic, some of them atavistic, step mn. The asym
metry in culture and economy that globalization brmgs m 1s compounded by the
revival of older forms of conflicts that had therr or1gin m our tribal past

Many societies ban so-called foreign mfluences m order to preserve cultural
purity And thus, Khomemr's Iran blocked satellite television over 1ts ar space
Current ruiers of Iraq often mvoke rhetonc remm1scent of the greatness of the
Babyloman empire, Just as the late Shah of Iran harked back to the grandeur of the
Pers1an dynasty. Smmlarly, the Academe Francaise, the premier organ of French
culture, appears determmed to ban the mnvas1on of foreign lexicon Just as the Basques,
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the Corsicans, the Scots and the Welsh or the Tamils m Sn Lanka fight for cultural
subnationahsm.

Although these movements of resistance are not directed specifically at what 1s
generally understood as globahzed culture, some of these are often seen targeted at
the advanced West especially Amenca seen as the fountamhead

It 1s futile to expect that cultures can ever remamn ''pure'' and remam untouched
by so-called alien influences. Nor 1s 1t possible to take the good and leave out the bad
of the West Im1tatton may be necessary, but as Sr Aurobmdo says m his Foun
datons of Indan Culture, 1t has to be a creative 1m1tation, not a mechanical one I For
mstance, due to the cultural encounter with the West 1t was possible to borrow
Western literary forms and mst1tut1ons such as the novel, the short story, the cnt1cal
essay, sc1ent1fic research, the press, the publtc platform and trade umon movements
He mamtams that takmg over the form was not the mam issue Ass1m1Iation requtres
1nclus1on of certamn vital 1deas, influences and energies.°

Every md1v1dual, argues Sn Aurobmdo, has to go through a double movement
self-development from withm and recept10n of impact from outside. These move
ments are not mutually exclusive SwaraJ leads to Samrat, Swadharma 1s the first
necessity but not to be able to make use of the external world can also spell decay and
death 1

Thus, as m the case of mndrvduals so also with cultures, there 1s no escape from
global mtersect1ons and colhs10ns Asymmetry will always remam but for each
sttuat1on of asymmetry, there wll always be appropriate strategies of res1stance.
Cultural hegemony 1s prec1p1tated by the West. But by no means 1s such hegemony a
umque attnbute of the West or of Amenca alone Power-structures and h1erarch1es
existed even pnor to the British presence m India Particular vllamns change but the
v1llamny of hegemony s a trans-hstor1cal reality Globalization, as 1t comes today,
signals uniformity mn cultural and economic practtce and mlrtates against the truth of
our mndrv1dual and collective existence Consequently such a model kills freedom and
self-determmnat1on

As Sn Aurobmdo aptly remarks

The pnnc1ple of self-determmat10n really means this that w1thm every ltvmg
human creature, man, woman and child, and equally w1thm every d1stmct human
collecttv1ty, growmg or grown, half developed or adult there 1s a self, a bemg,
which has the nght to grow mn 1ts own way, to fmd itself, to make its hfe a full
and a satisfied instrument and image of 1ts bemng. Thus 1s the first prmcrple
which must contam and overtop all others, the rest 1s a question of condrtions,
means, expedients, accommodations, opportunities, capacities, l1mutations, none
of which must be allowed to abrogate the sovereignty of the ftrst essential
principle But rt can only prevail f it 1s understood with a rght 1dea of thus Self
and its needs and claims 4
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Clearly, there are no simple solutions to challenges posed by globahsm. Each culture
must fmd its own answer Sadly our approach so far has been West-insptred. It 1s
tmme we brought mn mns1ghts and perspectives from other soc1et1es and cultures
Perhaps only then can we replace the hegemony of the current model of globahsm
with a true internatonalsm and combmne judiciously the global with the local

SACHIDANANDA MOHANTY
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ETCHING SONNETS ON THE BODY OF ETERNITY

SRI AUROBINDO, during the Evening Talks wth hus disciples, on 28.6.1926 (as re
corded by A B Puram) said, "If you want the truth 1t was not light but darkness that
I saw at Darjeeling. I was lymg down one day when I saw suddenly a great darkness
rushmg mto me and enveloping me and the whole of the universe. What I told Moti
babu was that after that I had a great Tamas--darkness-always hangmg on to me all
along my stay mn England. I believe that darkness had something to do with the
Tamas that came upon me. It left me only when I was commg back to India.'' 1

Durmg the same conversation he confirmed that he had no extraordinary spmtual
expenence mn hus early lfe, except that he had two mental expenences-a suggestion
that he should grve up selfishness and a realisation about the Atman

''It was a mental rather than spmtual expenence of the Atman I felt the One
only as true; it was an experience absolutely Shankarrte mn its sense. It lasted only for
a short time."2

We also know about hus dream-vis1on of the pres1dmg deity of Ind1a, Bharat
mat@ and a sannyas with a trident mn hus hand, before his rdmng test for the I.C.S
Though Sn Aurobmdo had some mmor v1s10ns and received some mental sugges
tons, he really had no s1gnf1cant spiritual experience until he stepped on Ind1an so1l
at Apollo Bunder at 10 55 mn the mommg on 6 February 1893 He sad, '.. smce I set
foot on the Indian soil on the Apollo Bunder m Bombay, I began to have spmtual
experiences, but these were not divorced from this world but had an mner and infinite
bearmg on 1t, such as a feelmg of the Infinite pervading material space and the
Immanent mhab1tmg material obJects and bodies. At the same time I found myself
entering supraphysical worlds and planes. '' 1

All such expenences were happening without askmg for them, before his enter
mg the path of yoga. Once a Nagii. sannyii.sz miraculously cured the mountain fever of
Bann, his younger brother. He did rt by a mantrc power, while cutting a cup of water
with a kmfe and askmg Bann to drink 1t K G. Deshpande, his friend, practised
Hatha-yogic asanas. He was trymg to convert Sn Aurobmdo to his view. Sometimes
they were expenmenting with the planchette. Sri Aurobmdo had neither knowledge of
yoga nor a great behef m God. But eventually faith was mst11led m him. He started
domng pr@nay@ma after consulting Devdhar, an engineer, mn 1904 and that was the
beginning of hus entermng the path of yoga Devdhar was a disciple of Brahmananda
of Chandod. Sn Aurobmdo practised priinii.yiima for five or six hours a day The
result was that he expenenced an electnc energy around his bram. He could wrte
poems with a tremendous speed, which continued whenever he thought of wntmg
them Gradually he used. to have some subtle visions

Actually Sn Aurobmdo remamed m Baroda State service up to 17 June 1906.
From 18 June he took a year's leave without pay and never jomned again, contrary to
the Maharaj a' s wish.

Before leavmg Baroda he v1s1ted Brahmananda, the sage of Ganganath Math
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The yogi, who usually kept his eyes shut, looked fully at Sn Aurobmdo with his
beautiful eyes when he offered hus pranam, as 1f he had recognised hum.

After meeting Sakhana Baba, another yogi, Sn Aurobmdo asked Bann to fmnd
someone who would help hmm mn hus sadhana. When Lele had received the telegram
at Gwahor to come to Baroda, he perceived mtmt1vely that he would have to give
mitiat10n to a great soul, he later related this to A B Puram, m 1916

Amidst tremendous poht1cal activity Sn Aurobmdo agreed and was, as 1f,
whisked away to a small room on the top floor of Sardar Majumdar's house(wada) mn
Baroda. There he remamed for three days with Lele. Lele asked him to dnve back all
thoughts as they would try to enter his bram He saw the thoughts approachmg
mdependently and drove them back. ''In three days-really m one-my mmd became
full of eternal s1lence-1t 1s still there''', Sr Aurobmdo wrote later

There was a radical change of consciousness They were Adwait1c and Vedant1c
expenences which he himself had never wanted. Such a result was unexpected even
to Lele As he remamed for some days with Lele, he had many more astounding
expenences, hke dehvermg speeches without thmkmg about them

After those days mn Bombay, Baroda, Pune and other places, Sn Aurobmdo went
on mn hs own way with political activities, without following Lele's routine. After he
had returned to Calcutta mn the third week of January I 908, a telegram was sent to
Lele to come. Lele came to Calcutta, tned to persuade Sr Aurobmndo to follow his
advice. He wanted to take Prafulla Chaka, the young revolutionary, with him (as he
felt that, spiritually, the boy had a great future) for yogic mn1tat1on But Chaka refused
to go. When he could not do anything to dissuade them from the dangerous pohtical
path, he left in a huff.

Durmg his stay in Ahpur Jail for a year, Sn Aurobindo had epoch-making
spmtual experiences. He saw Vasudeva in everything, everywhere. At Chandernagore
too he had extraordinary vis1ons, yogtc experiences. And after commng to Pond1cherry,
he heightened hrs earlier efforts Hrs experiences and sp1ritual realisations, 1n colla
boration with the Mother, created new spiritual history.

While he had many great experiences later on, he had a few unexpected but
different kinds of spiritual experiences during hus stay mn Baroda. He recorded each of
his experiences m beautiful sonnets.

(To be continued)
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CRUMBLING WALLS
A SHORT STORY

SHANKARAN hardly reahzed that he had a stoop. He refused to beheve 1t despite his
wife Mamsha's naggmg He would shrug 1t off thus·

''I have to shoulder too many responsiblrtes ''
Mamsha's vehement protest would follow immediately·
"You had left your hometown 25 years ago feeling gmlty, so you have been

branded with a stoop for thus smn.''
He tried to pacify her with the following words:
'Luke a dutiful wife you have shared my sin and respons1b1litres ''
This small ripple would disappear hke the others in their placid hfe,-fetching a

sigh of relief from Shankaran.
But that summer morning at the breakfast table Mamsha's dec1s10n about "re

tummg home" seized htm totally unaware. He could only mumble "but why do so
when we are almost settled here?'' and then he turned towards his son He had Just
qualified as an engineer and hs T-shirt proclammed the name of hs institute. H1s
nonchalant attitude mt1midated Shankaran for he felt that mother and son had already
formed their strategy Their plans of uprootmng and transplantmng hmm mn hus home
town called Palampet were simmering slowly. He could hardly believe that all four of
them would leave Delhi and settle in Palampet. His son crossed his legs and leaned
back further mn the chair and his daughter nuzzled against hmm.

There flashed across his mmd a house down a narrow lane m a seaside town
The caretaker had sent a postcard that 1t badly needed repair Surely, hadn't Mam1sha
suggested then that he and his siblings should sell it off and share the money? She had
even demanded a flat of their own m Delhi after retirement with a loan from his bank.
And all these years she had sneered at his suburban roots and congratulated herself
for settlmg m Delhi.

Shankaran extracted the informat10n that his son was Joining an automobile
company near Palampet as an executive. He understood that his wife had completely
yielded to this temptat10n, fed up as she had been with the megapohs for so long.

Somehow Mamsha refused to comment as he argued about the disadvantages of
leavmg Delhi far behmd. Mamsha shot off a single remark. ''I am not treating this
city as your mistress '' However, his transfer order came when least expected. His
daughter betrayed him thoughtlessly.

"Oh' Mummy says that I can have a bedroom all to myself." Suddenly tears
welled up m Shankaran's eyes as some images floated up from the past. Privacy was
not seen as a necessity in those days and the house brimmed over with cousms,
relatives, friends and acquaintances. The main door was never shut and the ground
floor wmdows were bereft of curtains He consoled himself thus

"That was my home... " His daughter interrupted him Jovially, "you could walk
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in the middle of the road smce there was no traffic ''
Some weeks later Shankaran witnessed the dismantling of hrs prvate empire m

the small two-roomed Delhi flat. It was the1r home for more than two decades but he
alone felt the pams of renouncmg rt A home can so convemently be tucked mto large
packmg boxes and relocated mn a new address

On thenr first day m Palampet Shankaran could not help commentmg, ''In case
your son shifts to some other city with a more lucrative offer '' His wife dud not
allow htm to fm1sh. "What do you mean by 'your' son? Isn't he your son as well?"

To fmd refuge from this present turmoil he went towards the seashore for a
solitary walk Where were all those gracious houses? He could see only hurnedly
constructed tall apartment bmldmgs dottmg the seaside

He spotted an old coffee stall remmndmng hmm of the olden times He sat down on
a rckety stool and ordered a cup of coffee. A voice greeted hmm, ''Oh' aren't you
Shankaran? Anandavelou's son?°

Shankaran looked up and saw Bh1ma Uncle. Hts eyes smarted as he felt that he
could at last commumcate. Was he exiled m his own homeland? Must he hve with
th1s paradox?

Bhmma Uncle's first question could not be parred 'Why did you come to thus
town? Land prices are escalatmg, agncultural products are so expensive. People here
don't mix, 1t 1s the new culture you know."

As soon as Bhima Uncle heard about Shankaran's son he softened v1S1bly and
hts voice jarred less on the ears

"Well, you see, servants are still affordable m your area of the town If you want
your house to be renovated. let me know. My nephew undertakes this kmd of thmg
By the way, ts not your brother clatmmg hts portion of the house? Of course it's
bazaar gossip But I heard that he wants to hand over the whole house to the
promoter .. ''

The coffee turned bitter m Shankaran's mouth He Jerked himself up and walked
towards home. On the way he met his old schoolmate who brushed aside the passage
of the years between them Just as Shankaran was warmmg up to his presence he
remembered hus daughter's school admuss1on He mentioned 1t hesitantly. Thus friend
retorted immediately, "Of course, 1t 1s easter to brmg up children here. They will
study more and spend less on fash10n. And don't worry, I have a suitable match for
your son. Just give his horoscope "

Shankaran somehow extncated himself and started walkmg towards his house.
Late at night, he stood mn the mner courtyard He felt the throbbmg pressure of the
past and remembered how he and his sister had stood here together on the eve of her
wedding. Her tears and her prayers still haunted him. Does she still remember this
mnc1dent, lost as she 1s m the vast sweep of a city m Amer1ca? Why can't she vus1t hum
here? And hus brother? Sitting here he had called Shankaran selfish and amb1t10us
This outburst had actually helped his wife to nurture her hopes about the future H1s
parents had contmued to hve stlently and unobtrusively but did not allow hm to be
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hedged in by their silence. His father had blessed his Delhi-bound son, his gnarled
hands trembling on Shankaran' s head

"A man must venture out into the world. Begin your journey"
But why, since his son's Journey has also begun, doesn't Shankaran raise his

hand in blessings?
The mght sky seemed to grow more luminous and the nooks and corners around

him began to whisper to him and the shadows moved closer to him. He could not
gauge anything and he felt as though he was being whisked off somewhere.

He was startled to see the denuded walls of his Delhi flat pressing around
him-blotting out the overhead mght sky and sucking in even the faint sound of the
sea.

RITA NATH KESHARI

(Courtesy All Ind1a Radio, Pond1cherry)



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE
Growing up with the Mother, by Tara Jauhar. Published by Sn Aurobmdo Ashram
Delhi Branch Trust. Pages: 222; pnce· Rs I 00

GRowING up with the Mother 1s an exceptional prvIlege It 1s not easy either For to
be too close to the source of hght can be blmdmg to our v1s10n. To be too close to the
fire 1s to be ready to be punf1ed of all dross mn our nature. One has to be wtlhng to be
nothmg if one seeks to bear the clasp of the All. And yet there are souls who have
embarked upon this supreme adventure puttmg everythmg at stake. Such a one mdeed
1s Tara Jauhar, the shmmg pomt of light blazmg courageously m the mght, that her
name mndrcates Thus book 1s mn a sense the inner journey of thus star as 1t grows mn fire
and hght to shmne mn the firmanent But more importantly 1t 1s the story of the power,
that blazmg source of shadowless light whom we adore as the Mother, that stands
behmd the Journey of every star supportmg and leadmg its Journey through the mght

It 1s th1s double character of the book that makes 1t so very mnterestmng and
useful. Tara Jauhar does not seem to waste a word on non-essentials. In fact she
becomes only an occasion to brmg out more and more of the Mother's light and love
that pour through the pages So complete 1s her self-effacement that one even forgets
to notice 1t! It 1s only when we have fmm1shed the book that we discover to our happy
surprise that the author 1s conspicuous by her near absence And whenever we fmd
her it 1s only to bnng forth some umque aspect, some new attribute of our drvmne
Mother whose infm1te personality 1s ever beyond the grasp of gods and men ahke

The result 1s a wonderful work which could apply to any asp1rmng soul There 1s
a certam sense of impersonality and unversahty mn the book that makes for a ready
and wde appeal Whether 1t be sadhana and meditations or education and lfe or even
matters like flowers and photography, all are touched by that same umversahty. Even
the last section of personal letters, correspondence and messages contains truths that
could apply to all who seek to serve Her better In short, one could well say, 1t 1s 222
pages of solid stuff that flows as the Mother's action. The reader cannot remam Just a
witness but becomes a part1c1pant m the Journey and the process of growth. In the
end, he is more than amply rewarded by recervmng the 'prasada' of Her love and light
and force.

The book mdeed 1s a 'prasada' that Tara Jauhar has so generously shared with
all The pen 1s Tara's but the words are Hers. The hands are Tara's but the gift comes
from Her For 1t is She who has moulded Her disciple and child so patently, so
lovmgly, with all the care of a mother and all the understandmg of a father. We are
grateful to the author for shanng Her glory with us, for bnngmg Her yet closer to our
hearts, for bathmg us m the Bliss of Her undymg Love.

ALOK PANDEY
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Log of a Journey Through Sri Aurobindo's Savitri, by Wllam Netter. Published
by Aurowlly Designs, Aurovulle, Inda Price not mentioned

This book breaks the rules. It ignores the usual hm1tat1ons of the prmted word. The
pages give off hght They almost seem to come ahve with the help of the gleammg
illustrations on the pages opposite The author 1s deeply mnsp1red by Sr Aurobmndo's
prophetic vis1on of evoluton, particularly as 1t 1s presented m his great ep1c poem,
Savztri. Wilham Netter's book, Log of a Journey Through Sr Aurobndo's 'Savtr',
1s a product1on of astonishmng elegance, beauty and meanmg. It 1s in itself a work of
art for the spiritually sophisticated It 1s written with clanty and smmplcity, and 1t 1s a
spec1al treasure with incredible pictures whch embrace the senses with brilliantly
colored archetypes and symbols, with numerologies and astrologies, with mantras and
yantras This breathtakmg, breakthrough book has even a see-through map of evolu
t1on mn progress, as one of the five pages devoted to each of the 49 cantos. At times 1t
pushes the mmnd almost completely out of the way as 1t mtroduces realities which are
psychic and mnvstble, and which go far beyond the mmd. The words, the 11lustrat10ns,
the numbers, the map, the Mother's eyes, all together pull the reader up to higher
levels of consciousness, to metaphysical worlds where spmt 1s completely identified
with matter Eternal Bhss 1s seen as the overwhelmmg reason for existence and 1t 1s
realized that It 1s all One, Bemng, Consciousness and Bh1ss, with matter and spmt
never separated from each other This book 1s a wonderful compamon to Sn
Aurobmndo's enormous poem, Savtr, the longest epic poem ever wntten m the
English language. Log ofa Journey will help establish Sr Aurobmdo as the Avatar of
Evolution, and prepare the path for the Drvme Mother to come mto her own as the
great new Power of the Spmt in our times.

(A composite review made from the cntlques of vanous readers)




